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ABSTRACT 
The purposes of this study were to determine if the 
selection process used to choose track and field athletes 
for the International Special Olympics Games follows the 
same guidelines as those of the Olympics and to determine if 
three groups (i.e. Special Olympics area directors, 
undergraduate students, and adapted physical education 
professionals) view the best athletic performance as the 
foremost criterion for advancement to Special Olympics 
international competition. 
A four part questionnaire was developed to determine 
knowledge regarding the purpose of Special Olympics and 
attitudes of Special Olympics area directors, adapted 
physical education professionals, and undergraduate students 
regarding the selection of international Special Olympics 
athletes. Questionnaires were distributed to 114 Special 
Olympics area directors from the Great Lakes Region (i.e. 
Kentucky, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, and Ohio); 101 
randomly selected adapted physical education professionals 
serving on the Adapted Physical Education Council under the 
auspices of the Association for Research, Administration, 
Professional Councils and Societies, an Association of the 
American Alliance for Health, Physical Education, 
Recreation, and Dance; and 44 undergraduate students 
enrolled in an adapted physical education class at Eastern 
Illinois University. 
One hundred fifty-seven of the 259 questionnaires 
distributed were returned. Of the participating sample, 43% 
were male and 55% were female. The mean age for all 
respondents was 36 years, and most had a background in 
physical education (39%). Twenty-five percent of the 
students and 67% of the professionals had been involved in 
Special Olympics. 
Due to the competition divisioning and the opportunity 
for state offices, ·area directors, and local coaches to use 
subjective criteria in nominating track and field athletes 
for the International Special Olympics Games, it was 
determined that the selection process does not follow the 
same guidelines as those of the Olympics. Specific Special 
Olympics standards (i.e. times/distances in the event within 
a specific time frame) have not been established by Special 
Olympics International. 
Only 38% of Special Olympics area directors viewed best 
athletic performance as the foremost criterion for 
advancement to international competition as opposed to 65% 
of the students and 57% of the professionals. 
One hundred percent of area directors knew the purpose 
of Special Olympics (i.e. provide year round sports training 
and athletic competition in a variety of Olympic type sports 
for individuals with mental retardation); however, they did 
not agree with the best performance philosophy nor the 
actual Special Olympics rules regarding advancement to 
higher level competition (i.e. an athlete must have placed 
1st, 2nd, or 3rd at the state level of competition during 
one year prior to international competition and/or athletes 
should be chosen by random selection from among 1st, 2nd, or 
3rd place winners at state level competition . • • from all 
divisions by event). Thus, one must question if area 
directors actually follow Special Olympics rules regarding 
the selection of athletes for advancement to higher level 
competition. 
This thesis is dedicated to my grandfather, 
Milo J. See, Sr., who told me not to doubt a career in 
physical education as it would fulfill my need to be 
involved in all aspects of education: English, science, 
math, health, psychology, sociology, art, history, etc. 
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CHAPTER I: STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 
Introduction 
As the 1991 International Special Olympics Games, which 
were held from July 12-27 in Minneapolis-St. Paul, 
Minnesota, approached, Special Olympics state offices faced 
the task of nominating athletes for competition. One would 
assume that the Olympic motto "Citius, Altius, Fortius 
(Faster, Higher, Stronger)" (International Olympic 
Committee, 1984) would be the foremost criteria used for the 
selection of these athletes. However, upon examination of 
the Special Olympics rules regarding the selection process 
for international competition and nomination forms used in 
this process, it could be suggested that the selection 
process does not necessarily produce Special Olympics 
athletes with the best performances. 
Now over 25 years after Special Olympics was founded, 
the mentally retarded have proven that they can run 400 
meters, swim the length of a pool, and communicate well 
enough to learn a new game. But they face yet another 
obstacle set up by the same organization that provided the 
means to achieve the above . • • the opportunity to truly be 
the best! 
Purpose of Study 
The primary purpose of this study was to determine if 
the selection process used to choose track and field 
1 
athletes for the International Special Olympics Games does, 
in fact, follow the same guidelines as those of the 
Olympics. Thus, it is questioned if the athlete with the 
best performance in a particular event is chosen for 
international competition. 
2 
The ancillary purpose was to determine if the following 
three groups view the best athletic performance as the 
foremost criterion for advancement to Special Olympics 
international competition: 
1. Special Olympics area directors. 
2. Undergraduate students enrolled in an adapted 
physical education class at Eastern Illinois 
University. 
3. Adapted physical education professionals. 
Hypothesis 
It was hypothesized that: 
1. The selection process used to select track and 
field athletes for the International Special 
Olympics Games does not follow the same guidelines 
as those of the Olympics. 
2. Area directors do not view the best athletic 
performance as the foremost criterion for 
advancement to international competition. 
3. Adapted physical education professionals and 
undergraduate students support the best 
performance philosophy as the foremost criterion 
for advancement to international competition. 
Delimitations 
This study was delimited in the following ways. The 
scope of this study is narrowed to: 
1. Special Olympic state offices and area directors 
from the Great Lakes Region (i.e. Kentucky, 
Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, and Ohio). 
2. Adapted physical education professionals serving 
on the Adapted Physical Education Council under 
the auspices of the Association for Research, 
Administration, Professional Councils and 
Societies. 
3 
3. Undergraduate students at Eastern Illinois 
University in Charleston, Illinois who are 
enrolled in PED 2450, a three-semester hour course 
entitled Physical Education for the Exceptional 
Individual. 
The study was confined to the Special Olympics state of fices 
and area directors, adapted physical education 
professionals, and undergraduate students who volunteered to 
participate in this study. 
Limitations 
The fact that the sample used in this study was not 
representative of all adapted physical education 
professionals served as the primary limitation. 
Assumptions 
For the purpose of this study, the following 
assumptions were made: 
1. Subjects answered all questions honestly and to 
the best of their knowledge. 
2. Subjects understood how to fill out the 
questionnaire properly. 
3. The questionnaire was completed by the selected 
subject to whom it was designated. 
Research Questions 
4 
The following research questions were addressed in this 
study: 
1. What was the distribution of knowledge among 
selected Special Olympics area directors, adapted 
physical education professionals, and 
undergraduate students regarding the purpose of 
Special Olympics? 
5 
2. What was the distribution of attitudes expressed 
by selected Special Olympics area directors, 
adapted physical education professionals, and 
undergraduate students regarding the criteria used 
to select International Special Olympics nominees? 
3. What percent of selected adapted physical 
education professionals and undergraduate students 
has been involved in Special Olympics? 
4. Does a relationship exist between knowledge of the 
purpose of Special Olympics and attitudes 
regarding the criteria used to select 
International Special Olympics nominees among 
selected Special Olympics area directors, adapted 
physical education professionals, and 
undergraduate students? 
5. Was there a difference in knowledge and attitudes 
of selected Special Olympics area directors, 
adapted physical education professionals, and 
undergraduate students based on gender? 
6. Does a difference exist in knowledge and attitude 
of selected Special Olympics area directors, 
adapted physical education professionals, and 
undergraduate students based on experience in 
competitive interscholastic (high school) or 
intercollegiate (college or university) athletics? 
6 
7. Does a difference exist in knowledge and attitudes 
of selected Special Olympics area directors, 
adapted physical education professionals, and 
undergraduate students based on educational 
background? 
8. Does a difference exist in knowledge and attitudes 
of selected Special Olympics area directors based 
on geographic location (i.e. state)? 
Definition of Terms 
The following terms are defined to assist in the 
understanding of this research: 
1. Special Olympics Statement of Purpose: 
Special Olympics International, Inc. is a 
worldwide program of sports training and athletic 
competition open to individuals with mental 
handicap regardless of their abilities. The 
International Olympic Committee has granted its 
official recognition to Special Olympics 
International, Inc. (SOI) (Special Olympics 
International, 1992). 
2. Special Olympics Mission: 
The mission of Special Olympics is to provide 
year-round sports training and athletic 
competition in a variety of Olympic-type sports 
for persons eight years of age and older with 
mental handicaps, giving them continuing 
opportunities to develop physical fitness, 
demonstrate courage, experience joy and 
participate in a sharing of gifts, skills and 
friendship with their families, other Special 
Olympics athletes and the community (Special 
Olympics International, 1992). 
7 
3. Special Olympics Programs: 
A. Motor Activities Training Program: 
The Motor Activities Training Program (MATP) 
provides comprehensive motor activity and 
recreation training for people with severe 
mental retardation or multi-handicaps, with 
emphasis on training and participation rather 
than competition. The MATP is part of the 
commitment by Special Olympics to offer 
sports training opportunities to individuals 
with mental retardation of all ability 
levels. 
After five years of consultation with 
physical educators, physical therapists and 
recreation specialists, and field-testing in 
the United States and several countries, the 
MATP was launched in 1989. A comprehensive 
Motor Activities Training Program Guide has 
been developed to assist trainers (Special 
Olympics International, 1990). 
B. Definition of the three classifications of 
sports in Special Olympics: 
(l) Official Sport: 
In order for a sport to be classified as 
a Special Olympics International 
Official Sport, the following criteria 
must be met: 
a. The sport shall already be 
classified as a Demonstration 
Sport. 
b. A presentation on the sport must be 
made to, and accepted by, the 
Special Olympics International 
Sports Rules Committee. 
c. At least 12 National Programs must 
have included the sport in their 
National Games or tournaments as a 
Demonstration Sport for two (2) 
consecutive Games before being 
accepted as an Official Sport. 
d. An up to date Sports Skills guide 
shall be available for use in 
conducting training of coaches, 
officials, and athletes. 
8 
e. Final approval for acceptance as an 
Official Sport must be granted by 
the Special Olympics International 
Board of Directors (Special 
Olympics International, 1992). 
(2) Demonstration Sport: 
In order for a sport to be classified as 
a Special Olympics Demonstration Sport, 
the following criteria must be met: 
a. At least six (6) National Programs 
must have included the sport in 
their National Games or tournaments 
for two consecutive Games prior to 
being accepted as an Demonstration 
Sport. 
b. The sport must be recognized by the 
International Olympic Committee. 
c. There must be a recognized 
International Sports Federation 
that maintains the current rules 
for that sport and Special Olympics 
International shall have a current 
copy of these rules. There must be 
a commitment from that Federation 
to assist Special Olympics 
International in conducting the 
training of coaches, officials, and 
athletes. 
d. A Sport Rules Subcommittee must be 
in place. 
e. The Special Olympics International 
Medical Advisory Committee must 
review the sport to determine if it 
meets the health and safety 
standards of Special Olympics 
International. 
9 
f. There must be appropriate resources 
available for conducting the 
training of coaches, athletes, and 
officials. 
g. The Sports Rules Subcommittee must 
have developed and have available a 
sufficient amount of Special 
Olympics Rules for the sport in 
order for competition to be 
conducted. 
h. A presentation on the sport must be 
made to, and accepted by, the 
Special Olympics International 
Sports Rules Committee. 
i. Final approval for acceptance as a 
Demonstration Sport must be granted 
by the Special Olympics 
International Board of Directors 
(Special Olympics International, 
1992). 
(3) Nationally Popular Sport: 
In order for a sport to be classified as 
a Special Olympics Nationally Popular 
Sport, the following criteria must be 
met; (a Nationally popular Sport is 
defined as one that is organized within 
a Nation but not necessarily on the 
International level): 
a. Any National Program wishing to 
of fer a Nationally Popular sport 
shall make application to Special 
Olympics International who will 
review the application. 
b. The Special Olympics International 
Medical Advisory Committee must 
review the sport to determine if it 
meets the health and safety 
standards of Special Olympics 
International. 
c. A formal proposal must be submitted 
to the SOI Sports Department who 
will then submit the application 
for Nationally Popular Sports to 
the Medical Advisory Committee. 
10 
d. A Sport Committee (Advisory Board) 
shall be in place for that sport 
and shall have developed Special 
Olympics Rules in order to 
competition to be conducted. 
e. There shall be evidence of interest 
in a sport by groups of Special 
Olympics coaches, individuals with 
mental handicap, or other schools, 
agencies, family groups, etc. 
involved with potential Special 
Olympics athletes. 
f. The addition of the sport at the 
National Program level should 
greatly enhance the year-round 
aspect of sports training and 
competition which is fundamental to 
Special Olympics. 
g. The sport should provide meaningful 
training and competition for 
persons with mental handicap (e.g. 
age appropriate activities, lower 
ability athletes, etc.) who are not 
currently in Special Olympics. 
There must be appropriate resources 
available for conducting the 
training of coaches, athletes, and 
officials. 
h. The addition of the sport can 
provide meaningful 
recreation/leisure time 
opportunities for persons with 
mental handicap (Special Olympics 
International, 1992). 
c. Unified Sports: 
Unified Sports is a pioneer program that 
combines approximately equal numbers of 
athletes with and without mental retardation, 
of similar age and ability, on teams that 
compete against other Unified Sports teams. 
Unified Sports is an important program 
because it expands sports opportunities for 
athletes seeking new challenges and 
dramatically increases integration in the 
community. 
The Unified Sports program was launched 
throughout the United States in 1989, after 
two years of field-testing. Current sports 
include Basketball, Bowling, Distance 
Running, Football (Soccer), Softball and 
Volleyball (Special Olympics International, 
1990). 
4. Statement of Eligibility for Special Olympics: 
11 
A. To be eligible for participation in Special 
Olympics, a competitor must agree to observe 
and abide by the Official Special Olympics 
Sports Rules. 
B. Special Olympics was created and developed to 
give individuals with mental handicaps the 
opportunity to train and compete in sports 
activities. No person shall, on the grounds 
of sex, race, religion, color, or national 
origin, be excluded from participation in, be 
denied the benefits of, or otherwise be 
subjected to discrimination under any program 
or activity of Special Olympics. 
c. Persons are eligible for Special Olympics 
provided that they are five years of age or 
older; children ages five through seven may 
not participate in Special Olympics 
competitions. The person must: 
(1) have been identified by an agency or 
professional as having a mental 
handicap; or 
(2) have a cognitive delay as determined by 
standardized measures*; or 
(3) have significant learning or vocational 
problems** due to cognitive delays which 
require or have required specially 
designed instruction***· 
* I.Q. level which is generally and 
professionally accepted within the state 
or nation as evidence of mental 
handicap. 
** Significant learning or vocational 
problems ref er to those learning 
problems resulting from cognitive delays 
(intellectual impairment). These do not 
12 
include physical disability, emotional 
or behavioral difficulties or specific 
disabilities such as dyslexia or speech 
or language impairment. These persons 
with cognitive delays were formerly 
classified as Educable Mentally Retarded 
(EMR) or Mildly Mentally Retarded (MMR). 
*** Specially-designed instruction refers to 
time when a person is receiving 
supportive education or remedial 
instruction directed at the cognitive 
delay. In the case of adults, 
specially-designed instruction is 
usually replaced with specially designed 
programs in the workplace or in 
supported work or at home. 
D. Some flexibility is left to Accredited 
Programs and Sub-programs for determining, in 
exceptional circumstance, individual 
eligibility of a participant because of the 
variety of situations, needs and definitions 
that exist in the many localities where 
Special Olympics has been and will be 
instituted. The Accredited Program must 
inform SOI, in writing and with appropriate 
evidence, of these potential exceptions, and 
the Accredited Program's determination of 
eligibility is subject to SOI's approval. 
E. Persons who have multiple handicaps may 
participate in Special Olympics provided they 
are eligible under sub-sections C and D. 
(Special Olympics International, 1992). 
5. Special Olympics Area Director: 
The Area Director is the designated representative 
of the State Special Olympics Chapter who has the 
responsibility for successfully implementing 
Special Olympics activities within a designated 
geographic area. As the appointed representative 
of Special Olympics, Inc., his/her primary 
function is to guide and direct the program 
throughout the Area in accordance with the 
standard procedures and policies set forth by 
Special Olympics, Inc. and Special Olympics 
International. (Illinois Special Olympics, 1992). 
6. Olympics: Great athletic festival of ancient 
Greece; international sports meeting held every 
four years (Woolf, 1988). 
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7. Olympic Athlete: Athlete who participates in the 
Olympics. 
8. Adapted Physical Education Professional: Person 
who serves on the Adapted Physical Education 
Council under the auspices of the Association for 
Research, Administration, Professional Councils, 
and Societies, an Association of the American 
Alliance for Health, Physical Education, 
Recreation, and Dance. 
9. Undergraduate Student: Student at Eastern 
Illinois University enrolled in PED 2450, a three-
semester hour course entitled Physical Education 
for the Exceptional Individual. 
10. Athlete: "One trained to physical exercises, 
feats or contests of strength" (Woolf, 1988). 
11. Competition: "Strive, vie with" (Woolf, 1988). 
12. Recreation: "to create anew, restore, refresh; 
refreshment of strength and spirits after work; a 
means of refreshment or diversion" (Woolf, 1988). 
13. Play: "a recreational activity; e.g. spontaneous 
activity of children; frolic" (Woolf, 1988). 
14. Sport: "Sport is playful, is competition, is 
physical skill, strategy, and chance, and is 
physical prowess" (Bucher, 1972). 
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15. Training: "To cause to grow in a particular way; 
educate, instruct, exercise" (Woolf, 1988). 
16. Sports Training: Training specific to a sport or 
sports. 
17. Knowledge: "Knowing, what one knows [be aware of, 
have information about, be acquainted with, 
recognize, have experience, understand]" (Woolf, 
1988). 
18. Attitude: "Posture, position; behavior, relation 
of persons expressing thought, feeling, etc." 
(Woolf, 1988). 
19. Team USA: Term used by Special Olympics 
International which refers to the team of Special 
Olympics athletes who will, collectively, 
represent the United States of America in 
International Special Olympics Games beginning in 
1995. 
Need for Study 
In 1995, a "Team USA" concept will be incorporated; 
thus, each state will face the task of nominating Team USA 
athletes who will compete at the 1995 International Special 
Olympics Games. With this change in the structure of the 
International Special Olympics Games, it seems an opportune 
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time for Special Olympics International to re-examine its 
own criteria for participation in the International Special 
Olympics Games to insure that it is following one of its 
identified principles: 
That all Special Olympics activities - at the 
local, state, and international level - reflect 
the values, standards, traditions, ceremonies and 
events embodied in the modern Olympic movement, 
broadened and enriched to celebrate the moral and 
spiritual qualities of persons with mental 
retardation so as to enhance their dignity and 
self-esteem (Special Olympics International, 
1990). 
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CHAPTER II: REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE: 
No studies of this kind were found in the literature. 
A historical review of both the Olympics and Special 
Olympics was conducted to provide a better framework from 
which to formulate conclusions related to this study. 
Historical Review of Olympics 
The Olympic Games, which are held every four years, 
originated in ancient Greece. Records of Olympic champions 
exist from 776 BC to AD 217. According to historical 
records, "the Games .•• were abolished in AD 393 by the 
Roman Emperor Theodosius I, probably because of their pagan 
associations" (Encyclopedia Britannica, 1989). 
In 1887, Baron Pierre de Coubertin restored the Olympic 
Games: 
To enable and strengthen sports, to ensure their 
independence and duration, and thus enable them 
better to fulfil the educational role incumbent 
upon them in the modern world. For the 
glorification of the individual athlete, whose 
prowess is necessary for the maintenance of the 
general spirit of competition (International 
Olympic Committee, 1984). 
Coubertin further stated that " •.• the competitors must be 
the best representatives of the civilized nations" (Segrave 
& Chu, 1988). 
This "best performance" philosophy apparently became 
accepted as the definition as well as criterion of those 
athletes selected to compete in the Olympics. Even 
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Webster's defines an Olympian as "a being of lofty 
detachment or superior attainments" (Woolf, 1977). 
The restoration of the Olympic Games resulted in the 
establishment of the International Olympic Committee (IOC), 
the governing body of the Olympics, which is headquartered 
in Lausanne, Switzerland. This governing body "conducts the 
games, maintains the ideals and spirit of the Olympics, 
establishes Olympic rules and regulations, and elects its 
members from nations having national Olympic committees" 
(International Olympic Committee, 1984). 
The aims of the International Olympic Committee 
include: 
To encourage the organization and development of 
sport and sports competition. 
To inspire and lead sport within the Olympic ideal, 
thereby promoting and strengthening friendships 
between the sportsmen of all countries. 
To ensure the regular celebration of the Olympic 
Games. 
To make the Olympic Games ever more worthy of their 
glorious history and of the high ideals which 
inspired their revival by Baron de Coubertin and his 
associates (International Olympic Committee, 1984). 
The international supervisory body for all phases of 
track and field, including rules, is the International 
Amateur Athletic Federation (The Athletics Congress, 1985). 
The United States national track and field governing body is 
the Athletics Congress of the USA located in Indianapolis, 
Indiana (Special Olympics International, 1992). 
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Athlete Selection Process for Olympic Track & Field 
According to Cava (1990), an athlete interested in 
pursuing the Olympic challenge must apply to take part in 
the Olympic Trails for track and field. In order to 
qualify, the athlete must meet Olympic Trial Standards (i.e. 
times/distances in the event within the specified time 
frame) as set by the United States Olympic Committee (USOC). 
If the athlete meets the USOC standards within the specified 
time frame, the athlete is accepted for the Olympic Trials. 
In order to qualify for the Olympics, the athlete must 
place first, second, or third and meet Olympic Standards 
(i.e. times/distances in the event within the specified time 
frame) as set by the International Olympic Committee. The 
standards can be met either at the Olympic Trials or within 
the time frame established by IOC. If an athlete meets 
IOC's standards, the athlete is Olympic bound. Cava 
reported that in track and field, the United States is 
allowed three entries per event. He also pointed out that 
there are times that USOC's standards are higher than IOC's 
and vice versa (Cava, 1990). 
A review of literature specifically addressing the 
selection of Olympic athletes confirmed information provided 
by Cava. The USOC designates games committees to choose 
Olympic athletes. These athletes compete in tryouts 
conducted by the games committee for the sport. "Regardless 
of their past records, athletes cannot win a place on the 
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Olympic team unless they earn the right in a tryout" 
(Grolier, 1988). Only a certain number of entries are 
allowed for each event in both the Winter and Summer Games. 
"In track and field, each nation has only one entry by right 
in each event, but a maximum of three competitors may be 
entered if the additional ones have met certain standards of 
performance" (Grolier, 1988). 
Historical Review of Special Olympics 
In 1963 a summer camp for mentally retarded individuals 
was started in a Rockville, Maryland backyard. The camp 
provided sports training to its participants. Five years 
later in 1968, approximately one thousand mentally retarded 
adults from the United States, Canada, and France competed 
in track and field and swimming at the first Special 
Olympics international competition held at Soldier Field in 
Chicago. Today more than one million individuals with 
mental retardation "participate in Special Olympics programs 
in 20,000 communities around the country, representing 97% 
of the counties in the United States and more than 90 other 
nations" (Illinois Special Olympics, 1990). 
Special Olympics was created by the Joseph P. Kennedy, 
Jr. Foundation under the leadership and guidance of its 
founder, Eunice Kennedy Shriver. "Special Olympics is 
authorized by the International Olympic Committee to use the 
word 'Olympics' in its name" (Illinois Special Olympics, 
1990) • 
Although the mission, philosophy, and principles of 
Special Olympics are critical to this study, due to their 
length, they are located in Appendix A. 
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"Special Olympics offers year round sports training and 
competition in 22 Olympic-type sports" (Special Olympics 
International, 1990). Opportunities are offered at the 
local, area, and chapter (i.e. state) levels. Area 
competitions are held in each geographic area "to qualify 
athletes to advance to higher level competition at the state 
level. State competition brings athletes from across the 
state together to highlight their skill and abilities" 
(Illinois Special Olympics, 1990). 
To provide consistency in sports, Special Olympics 
follows the rules of the international supervisory body and 
national governing body for each particular sport, except 
for when those rules conflict with offered Special Olympics 
rules. 
Competition Divisions in Special Olympics 
Special Olympics has established guidelines in order to 
place athletes in competition divisions (Appendix B). At 
area track and field competition, there may be, for example, 
ten divisions of the 100 meter dash for males aged 16-21. 
The gold medal winner in each division then advances to 
state competition. 
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At state competition there may also be ten divisions of 
the 100 meter dash for males aged 16-21 which will result in 
ten gold medal winners (i.e. ten state champions). 
Area Special Olympics Games 
In order for Special Olympics track and field athletes 
to be selected for the international games, they must begin 
by competing in the area competition. Area competitions are 
open to all Special Olympics track and field athletes 
residing in that jurisdictional area. 
State Special Olympics Games 
In order to qualify for the state competition in 
Illinois, an athlete must have placed first in at least one 
of the events entered at the area competition. With this in 
mind, the athlete may then enter all events in which the 
athlete competed at area competition. For the following 
events "athletes must earn a gold medal in order to advance 
to the next level of competition (i.e. state competition):" 
SO meter dash 
100 meter dash 
softball throw 
standing long jump 
relay 
The following examples help to clarify this standard: 
Joe competes at Area in the SO M dash, earn~ng a 
gold medal, and in the softball throw, earning a 
bronze medal. Joe can advance to the next level 
of competition only in the SO M dash - the 
restricted event in which he received a gold 
medal. 
John competes at Area in the 200 M dash earning a 
bronze medal and in the high jump earning a gold 
medal. John may advance to the next level of 
competition in both events based on the gold medal 
in the high jump since neither of his events were 
restricted. 
Jeff competes at Area in the SO M dash and 
softball throw earning gold medals in both. Jeff 
can advance to the next level of competition in 
both events since he received gold medals for both 
(Illinois Special Olympics, 1992). 
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This standard was put into effect in an attempt to reduce 
the number of athletes competing at state competition in the 
events of SO meter dash, 100 meter dash, softball throw, and 
standing long jump. Since the relay is a team event, a gold 
medal must be earned in this event at area to advance to 
state competition. 
In order to qualify for state competition in Indiana, 
an athlete must be chosen by his/her local coach. Indiana 
Special Olympics state off ice requests that area directors 
not allow any more than SO% of each local delegation to 
enter state competition. For some events, like the 400 
meter race walk, the percent allowed differs (i.e. 10%). 
Area directors and local delegation coaches are asked to 
follow the criteria for the advancement to higher level of 
competition when nominating athletes: 
1. To advance to a higher level of competition in a 
particular year, an athlete must have participated 
for a minimum of eight weeks in an organized 
training program in the sport or sports in which 
he or she is entered for higher level competition. 
(A planned regimen of training under a volunteer 
coach, teacher or parent is considered an 
organized training program.) 
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2. To advance to a higher level of competition, an 
athlete must have placed 1st, 2nd or 3rd at the 
lower level of competition in the same sport or 
sports (e.g., an athlete may not advance to 
International/multinational competition in a given 
sport unless he or she has competed in that sport 
at National/Chapter competition and placed 1st, 
2nd, or 3rd). 
3. Athletes should be chosen for higher-level 
competition by random selection from among 1st, 
2nd, and 3rd place winners from all divisions by 
event. Athletes selected may also enter other 
events in which they have not placed 1st, 2nd, or 
3rd at the next lower level competition. 
A. National/Chapter programs may establish 
additional criteria for advancement to higher 
level competition based on behavior, medical, 
or judicial considerations. These criteria 
would be applied to athletes on an individual 
basis. Additional criteria should not 
conflict with any part of the official 
Special Olympics Sports Rules (proposed 
1987). 
4. When conditions exist which preclude all 1st, 2nd 
or 3rd place winners from advancing to higher-
level competition (e.g., a Chapter has 100 1st, 
2nd and 3rd place winners in the 100 meter dash 
and a quota of 5 athletes for the 100 meter dash 
at the next International Games), athletes shall 
be selected as follows: 
A. First priority: athletes shall be 1st place 
winners in at least the event at the next 
lower level of competition. If the number of 
1st place winners exceeds the quota, athletes 
shall be chosen by random selection from 
among all division winners. 
B. Second priority: athletes who were 2nd place 
finishers in the event shall be chosen next 
by random selection, then 3rd place 
finishers. 
C. A team having no competition at a specific 
level shall be declared a winner. The team 
shall not receive a place award, however, the 
team shall be eligible to advance to the next 
higher level of competition. 
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5. An athlete shall not be barred from future 
competition because of prior competition (e.g., an 
athlete who competed in the 1983 International 
Summer Special Olympics Games is eligible to 
compete in the 1987 International Summer Special 
Olympics Games unless he or she fails to meet some 
other eligibility criterion). 
6. The above criteria shall be used for selecting 
athletes for advancement to International Games. 
They are strongly recommended for use in selecting 
athletes for advancement to other levels of 
competition. 
7. If a Special Olympics organization, because of the 
size or nature of its competition program, finds 
that these criteria are inappropriate, it can 
request authority to deviate from them. Such a 
request should be submitted, along with proposed 
substitute selection criteria, to the Chairman of 
Special Olympics International, Inc. at least 90 
days before the Games or competition for which 
these different selection criteria will be used 
(Special Olympics International, 1992). 
However, no checks in the system exist according to Scudder 
(1993). The Indiana Special Olympics state office expects 
area directors and local delegation coaches to use the 
"honor system." Scudder (1993) also reported that due to 
the area competitions being held in May, the deadline for 
entry to the state games frequently occurs prior to area 
competition; thus, athletes are being selected for 
advancement to the state level of competition before a place 
of finish has even been determined at the area level. 
Athletes chosen for state competition can also choose the 
events in which they wish to participate. They do not 
necessarily participate in the same event(s) that they did 
at the area level. 
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Kentucky Special Olympics state office provides its 
area directors with a quota for state level of competition. 
The quota is based on the area population in all sports for 
that given year as compared to the total number of athletes 
in the state. Coaches are instructed to follow the rules 
regarding advancement to higher level of competition. They 
are also told to consider such criteria as athletes ability 
to withstand the day's event, level of fitness, etc. 
(Mazzoni, 1993). 
Michigan Special Olympics state off ice is similar to 
Kentucky in that they establish a quota for each area and 
ask that local coaches and area directors follow the rules 
regarding advancement to higher level of competition. 
Michigan Special Olympics also established suggested times 
and distances for each event that local coaches and area 
directors can use to help them meet the established quota. 
Each area is also allowed the freedom to establish 
additional criteria for selection of state qualifiers. 
Ohio Special Olympics state off ice follows the same 
guidelines as does Indiana Special Olympics. Area directors 
and local delegation coaches are asked to follow the rules 
regarding advancement to higher level competition when 
selecting athletes for state competition. Since Ohio's area 
competitions occur in May, they, too, have athletes being 
chosen for state competition before they have participated 
at the area level. Other than being instructed to use the 
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established criteria for advancement to higher level of 
competition, area programs were allowed the freedom to 
determine how to fill their established quota. 
International Special Olympics Games 
Both Winter and Summer International Special Olympics 
Games are held every four years. "These games represent the 
highest caliber International Competition with all 50 states 
and U.S. territories as well as over 70 countries 
participating" (Illinois Special Olympics, 1990). 
Athlete Selection Process for 
International Special Olympics Games 
International Special Olympics established quotas for 
each sport for the 1991 International Special Olympics 
Games. The established quotas were then provided to each 
participating country. United States Special Olympics then 
divided the national quota to establish a quota for each 
state. 
Each state Special Olympics program was informed of its 
quota and instructed to use the established criteria for 
advancement to higher level competition when nominating 
athletes. 
Other than being instructed to use the established 
criteria for advancement to higher level of competition, 
Special Olympics state program personnel were allowed the 
freedom to determine how to fill their established quota. 
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Kentucky Special Olympics 
Kentucky Special Olympics consists of 17 geographic 
areas. Twelve areas are administered by an area director; 
whereas, the remaining five are administered by co-
directors. Kentucky received a quota of 12 athletes for 
track and field for the 1991 International Special Olympics 
Games. Nomination information (Appendix C) was provided to 
area directors, coaches, and parents upon request only. 
Nomination forms were provided only in cases where the 
athlete met the rule requirement regarding place of finish 
at the 1990 state Special Olympics games. A signature from 
the director(s) from the athlete's geographic area was 
required to validate the nomination form. If an area 
director did not agree with a nomination, he/she could 
refuse to sign. Thus, area directors were directly involved 
in the nomination process. Validated nominations received 
by the state off ice by the established deadline were 
reviewed by the selection committee which consisted of 
Kentucky Special Olympics staff and board members. This 
committee selected the athletes who would comprise the 
Kentucky team (Mazzoni, 1993). 
Illinois Special Olympics 
Illinois Special Olympics consists of 22 geographic 
areas each of which is administered by an area director. 
Some areas have also established Area Management Teams to 
assist in area functions. For the 1991 International 
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Special Olympics Games, Illinois received a quota of 14 
athletes for track and field. One slot was then randomly 
awarded to 14 of the 22 areas. Area directors awarded a 
track and field slot were provided with a nomination form 
(Appendix D) and reminded to select an athlete who met the 
rule requirement regarding place of finish at the 1990 State 
Special Olympics games. Priority was to be given to 
athletes who placed 1st at the 1990 State Games. Athletes 
nominated comprised the Illinois Special Olympics 
international team (Gunsten, 1993). 
Indiana Special Olympics 
Indiana Special Olympics consists of 12 geographic 
areas each of which is administered by an Area Management 
Team which includes an area director. For the 1991 
International Special Olympics Games, Indiana received a 
quota of 12 athletes for track and field. Nomination forms 
(Appendix E) were distributed to parents,coaches, and other 
individuals associated with Indiana Special Olympics. 
Anyone could nominate a Special Olympics athlete who he/she 
felt was worthy of representing the Indiana Special Olympics 
team; however, the athlete nominated must have won a medal 
at state competition in track and field in 1990. 
Nominations received by the established deadline were used 
to fill the 12 slots allowed. If the number of nominations 
exceeded the number of slots, names of nominated athletes 
were put into a hat and randomly drawn one at a time until 
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all slots were filled. Indiana Special Olympics Area 
Directors were not necessarily involved in the selection of 
the athletes who would be representing their state at the 
International Special Olympics Games (Scudder, 1993). 
Michigan Special Olympics 
Michigan Special Olympics consists of 34 geographic 
areas each of which is administered by an area director. 
Since Michigan received "a total of 39 individual athlete 
spots, each area was assigned one spot automatically" 
(Michigan Special Olympics, 1990). Michigan received a 
quota of 14 athletes for track and field for the 1991 
International Special Olympics Games. These 14 slots were 
randomly awarded to the 34 areas. Michigan Special Olympics 
state office generated a list of 1st place finishers from 
the 1990 state track and field competition and provided the 
list to area directors. Each area director then filled the 
number of slots he/she was allocated using athletes from the 
provided list. The quota for each area was determined based 
on a percentage of the number of athletes in each area 
compared to the overall number of athletes in Michigan. 
Once an area director determined the athlete(s) to be 
nominated, the necessary forms (Appendix F) were completed 
and provided to the state office. Collectively, the 
athletes nominated from all areas comprised the Michigan 
Special Olympics International team (Wirtshafter, 1993). 
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Ohio Special Olympics 
Ohio Special Olympics consists of 13 geographic areas. 
Three areas are administered by an area director; whereas, 
the remaining ten are administered by co-directors. Four 
regional (i.e., north, south, east, and west) directors also 
exist to assist area directors with administrative functions 
and serve as liaisons for the state office. Ohio received a 
quota of 14 athletes for track and field for the 1991 
International Special Olympics Games. Nomination forms 
(Appendix G) were sent to all local organizations that 
participated in the 1990 Summer Games. Only athletes who 
met the rule requirement regarding place of finish at the 
1990 State Special Olympics Games could be nominated. 
Nominations received by the state office by the established 
deadline were placed in a hat and randomly drawn one at a 
time until all slots were filled. However, priority was 
given to athletes who placed 1st at the 1990 State Games. 
Ohio Special Olympics area directors were not necessarily 
involved in the selection process unless they also served as 
local coaches (Allen, 1993). 
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CHAPTER III: METHODS AND PROCEDURES: 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to determine if the 
selection process used to choose track and field athletes 
for the International Special Olympics Games does, in fact, 
follow the same guidelines as those of the Olympics. 
Ancillary purposes of this study were to determine if three 
unique populations (i.e. Special Olympics area directors, 
adapted physical education professionals, and undergraduate 
students) view the best athletic performance as the foremost 
criterion for advancement to international competition. 
Populations Surveyed 
Special Olympics area directors from the Great Lakes 
Region (i.e. Kentucky, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, and 
Ohio) were surveyed. All 114 Special Olympics area 
directors from this region were surveyed. 
Adapted physical education professionals who are on the 
Adapted Physical Activity Council as indicated by the 
Association for Research, Administration, Professional 
Councils and Societies (ARAPCS) were also sampled. Ray 
Ciszek, Vice President of ARAPCS, provided a list of 101 
randomly selected individuals, and their addresses, from the 
total 1,643 adapted physical education professionals serving 
on the council. 
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Eastern Illinois University undergraduate students 
enrolled in PED 2450, a three-semester hour course entitled 
Physical Education for Exceptional Individuals were also 
sampled. A total of 44 students from two PED 2450 classes 
were surveyed. 
Instrument 
To determine knowledge regarding the purpose of Special 
Olympics and attitudes of Special Olympics area directors, 
adapted physical education professionals, and undergraduate 
students regarding the selection of international Special 
Olympics athletes, a four part questionnaire was developed. 
In Section I respondents were asked to determine their 
level of agreement with criterion statements regarding the 
selection of international Special Olympics athletes 
(Appendix H). Respondents chose from a range of responses 
as follows: "strongly disagree," "disagree," "undecided," 
"agree," and "strongly agree." Each response choice was 
given a number value of one, two, three, four, or five. An 
answer of "strongly disagree" scored a one while a response 
of "strongly agree" scored a five. 
The questionnaire items found in this section consisted 
of: (l) actual criteria found on 1991 International Summer 
Special Olympics Games Athlete Application/Nomination forms 
(Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, and Ohio Special 
Olympics, 1990) used by Special Olympics state offices; (2) 
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criteria deduced from concepts found within these forms; and 
(3) criteria supporting the best performance philosophy. 
Section II focused on the purpose of Special Olympics 
(Appendix I). Respondents were asked to determine their 
level of agreement with five statements in order to 
determine their knowledge regarding the purpose of Special 
Olympics. Respondents chose from a range of responses as 
described in the previous paragraph. Included in this 
section was the actual purpose of Special Olympics which is 
"to provide year-round sports training and competition in a 
variety of Olympic-type sports for individuals with mental 
retardation" (Special Olympics International, 1992). 
Another selection was identical to the actual purpose of 
Special Olympics with the exception that the word 
"recreation" was used in lieu of the phrase "sports training 
and competition program." The remaining three selections 
are actual principles of Special Olympics. 
Section III gathered identifying information about the 
respondent. Information requested from Special Olympics 
area directors included gender, age, educational background 
and major field of study, number of years served as area 
director, whether area director position is considered full 
or part time employment, the number of years served as a 
Special Olympics coach, and competitive interscholastic 
(high school) or intercollegiate (college or university) 
athletics involvement {Appendix J). 
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Information asked of adapted physical education 
professionals included name, gender, age, position(s) held, 
educational background, Special Olympics involvement, and 
competitive interscholastic (high school) or intercollegiate 
(college or university) athletics involvement (Appendix K). 
A permission statement allowing the use of the individual's 
name and responses related to the study was also included. 
Information asked of undergraduate students enrolled in 
PED 2450, a three-semester hour class entitled Physical 
Education for Exceptional Individuals included gender, age, 
major and minor fields of study, Special Olympics 
involvement and competitive interscholastic (high school) or 
intercollegiate (college or university) athletics 
involvement (Appendix L). 
Section IV was developed to give respondents the 
opportunity to share their comments, concerns, etc. 
regarding the study (Appendix M). 
Data Collection 
A cover letter, questionnaire, and a self-addressed 
stamped envelope was mailed to each Special Olympics area 
director and adapted physical education professional 
surveyed. The cover letter included an explanation of the 
purpose of the study, estimated time to complete the 
questionnaire, requested deadline date (e.g. two weeks after 
the initial mailing), and instructions regarding the return 
of the questionnaire (Appendix N). Follow-up post cards 
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were mailed one week after the initial mailing and served as 
a reminder to the individual to complete the questionnaire 
by the established deadline date (Appendix O). A cover 
letter and questionnaires were provided to the PED 2450 
instructor at Eastern Illinois University to dispense to the 
44 undergraduate students surveyed (Appendix Q). The 
instructor also collected and returned the surveys. 
Response data were coded and submitted for computer 
analysis by staff at Testing Services at Eastern Illinois 
University in Charleston, Illinois. Data were analyzed 
using the SPSS system. 
Data Analysis 
Research questions were analyzed in the following 
manner: 
1. What is the distribution of knowledge among 
selected Special Olympics area directors, adapted 
physical education professionals, and 
undergraduate students regarding the purpose of 
Special Olympics? 
The chi-squared test was used as it tests for 
discrepancy between observed and expected 
frequencies of responses. 
2. What is the distribution of attitudes expressed by 
selected Special Olympics area directors, adapted 
physical education professionals, and 
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undergraduate students regarding the criteria used 
to select International Special Olympics nominees? 
The chi-squared test was used as it tests for 
discrepancy between observed and expected 
frequencies of responses. 
3. What percent of selected adapted physical 
education professionals and undergraduate students 
has been involved in Special Olympics? 
A percentage was determined using information 
obtained from the question regarding Special 
Olympics involvement found in Section III of the 
questionnaire. 
4. Does a relationship exist between knowledge of the 
purpose of Special Olympics and attitudes 
regarding the criteria used to select 
International Special Olympics nominees among 
selected Special Olympics area directors, adapted 
physical education professionals, and 
undergraduate students? 
Pearson's product-moment correlation 
coefficient was used as it determines if a 
relationship exists between one variable and 
another. 
5. Is there a difference in knowledge and attitudes 
of selected Special Olympics area directors, 
adapted physical education professionals, and 
undergraduate students based on gender? 
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The chi-squared test was used as it tests for 
discrepancy between observed and expected 
frequencies of responses. 
6. Does a difference exist in knowledge and attitudes 
of selected Special Olympics area directors, 
adapted physical education professionals, and 
undergraduate students based on experience in 
competitive interscholastic (high school) or 
intercollegiate (college or university) athletics? 
The chi-squared test was used as it tests for 
discrepancy between observed and expected 
frequencies of responses. 
7. Does a difference exist in knowledge and attitudes 
of selected Special Olympics area directors, 
adapted physical education professionals, and 
undergraduate students based on educational 
background? 
A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and 
Tukey's post-hoc comparison was used to test for 
mean differences between and within groups. 
8. Does a difference exist in knowledge and attitudes 
of selected Special Olympics area directors based 
on geographic location (i.e. state)? 
A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and 
Tukey's post-hoc comparison was used to test for 
mean differences between and within groups. 
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Research questions and any other data pertinent to this 
study were analyzed at the .OS level of significance. 
CHAPTER IV: RESULTS 
Purpose of Study 
The primary purpose of this study was to determine if 
the selection process used to choose track and field 
athletes for the International Special Olympics Games does, 
in fact, follow the same guidelines as those of the 
Olympics. Thus, it was questioned if the athlete with the 
best performance in a particular event is chosen for 
international competition. 
The ancillary purpose was to determine if the following 
three groups view the best athletic performance as the 
foremost criterion for advancement to Special Olympics 
international competition: 
1. Special Olympics area directors. 
2. Undergraduate students enrolled in an adapted 
physical education class at Eastern Illinois 
University. 
3. Adapted physical education professionals. 
Data Collection and Populations Surveyed 
The populations surveyed for this study included: 
1. 114 Special Olympics area directors from the 
Great Lakes Region (i.e. Kentucky, Illinois, 
Indiana, Michigan, and Ohio). 
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2. 101 adapted physical education professionals 
serving on the Adapted Physical Education Council 
under the auspices of the Association for 
Research, Administration, Professional Councils 
and Societies. 
3. 44 undergraduate students at Eastern Illinois 
University in Charleston, Illinois who are 
enrolled in PED 2450, a three-semester hour 
course entitled Physical Education for the 
Exceptional Individual. 
Thus, a total of 259 individuals were surveyed. 
A cover letter and questionnaire were mailed to the 101 
randomly selected adapted physical education professionals 
and to the 114 Special Olympics area directors. Follow-up 
post cards were mailed one week after the initial mailing 
and served as a reminder to the individual to complete the 
questionnaire by the established deadline date. A cover 
letter and questionnaires were provided to the PED 2450 
instructor at Eastern Illinois University to dispense to the 
44 undergraduate students surveyed. The instructor also 
collected and returned the surveys. 
Sixty-eight of the 114 questionnaires distributed to 
Special Olympics area directors were returned; thus, the 
return rate was 60% for this population. Forty-eight of the 
101 questionnaires distributed to adapted physical education 
professionals were returned; however, three were not 
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useable. In each case, the professional chose not to 
complete the questionnaire since he/she was not involved in 
Special Olympics. Having received 45 useable surveys, a 
return rate of 45% was achieved. All 44 questionnaires 
distributed to the undergraduate students were returned. 
Therefore, 157 of the 259 questionnaires distributed were 
received for an overall return rate of 61%. 
Instrument Reliability 
A reliability analysis conducted on the five knowledge 
items (Pl through PS) taken collectively resulted in 
internal reliability of .7166 (coefficient alpha); thus, 
moderate to average reliability was established. 
Description of Demographic Data 
Of the 157 participants used within this study, 67 were 
male (43%) and 86 were female (55%). Four did not indicate 
either gender (2%). 
The mean age for all participants was 36 years old with 
ages ranging from 18 to 65 years old. Seven individuals did 
not indicate their age. 
Of the 68 Special Olympics area directors, 8 had a high 
school diploma (12%), 22 had a bachelor's degree (32%), 35 
had a master's degree (51%), and 1 had a doctorate (<1%). 
Two area directors did not provide their educational 
background (3%). Of the 45 adapted physical education 
professionals, 4 had a bachelor's degree (9%), 29 had a 
master's degree (64%), and 8 had a doctorate (18%). Four 
professionals chose not to provide their educational 
background (9%). 
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For the 157 participants having or in pursuit of a 
college degree (n=147), major field of study was determined. 
Majors were divided into the following groups: adapted 
physical education, special education, regular physical 
education, recreation, and other (other education majors, 
psychology, sociology, nursing, speech pathology, 
administration, and business). Twenty-six (18%) had a 
background in adapted physical education. Eighteen (12%) 
were special education majors. Regular physical education 
accounted for 58 (39%) of the majors while recreation 
accounted for 20 (14%). Twenty-two (15%) other majors 
existed. Three individuals having or in pursuit of a degree 
chose not to respond (2%). 
Eleven undergraduate students (25%) had been involved 
in Special Olympics whereas 30 of the adapted physical 
education professionals (67%) had been involved. Five (6%) 
of the undergraduate students and professionals chose not to 
respond. 
Thirty-five undergraduate students (85%) had been 
involved in interscholastic or intercollegiate athletics. 
Forty (62%) of the Special Olympics area directors had been 
involved while 36 (84%) of the professionals had been 
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involved. Of the 157 respondents, 8 (5%) chose not to 
respond. 
The mean number of years served as a Special Olympics 
area director was 6.78 with a range of 1~22 years. The mean 
number of years of Special Olympics involvement for area 
directors was 12.05 years with a range of 0-25 years. 
Demographic data can be found in Table 1. 
Gender: 
Age: 
Educational Background 
Table 1 
Summary of Demographics 
Male 
Female 
Omitted 
Mean 
43% (n=67) 
55% (n=86) 
2% (n= 4) 
36 years Range 18-65 years 
Students Area Directors Professionals 
High School 
Bachelor's 
Master's 
Doctorate 
Omitted 
Major Field of Study 
Adapted P. E. 
Special Education 
Regular P.E. 
Recreation 
Other 
Omitted 
% 
100% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
18% (n=26) 
12% (n=18) 
39% (n=58) 
14% (n=20) 
15% (n=22) 
2% (n= 3) 
Special Olympics Involvement 
Students 25% (n=11) 
Area Directors 100% (n=68) 
Professionals 67% (n=30) 
Omitted 6% (n= 5) 
n 
44 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Area Director Involvement in Special Olympics 
Years as A.O. Mean 6.78 yrs. 
Years in S.O. Mean 12.05 yrs. 
% n % n 
12% 8 0% 0 
32% 22 9% 4 
51% 35 64% 29 
<1% 1 18% 8 
3% 2 9% 4 
I nterscholasticD ntercollegiate Involvement 
Students 85% (n=35) 
Area Directors 62% (n=40) 
Professionals 84% (n=36) 
Omitted 5% (n= 8) 
Range: 1-22 yrs. 
Range: 0-25 yrs. 
Data Analysis 
Response data were coded and submitted for computer 
analysis by staff at Testing Services Center at Eastern 
Illinois University in Charleston, Illinois. Data were 
analyzed using the SPSS system. 
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Data from Section I, Selection of International Special 
Olympics Athletes, were initially coded using an "S" 
followed by the question number. The same process was used 
to code Section II, Special Olympics Purpose; however, a "P" 
rather than an "S" was used. However, upon the first 
analysis of the data, it was determined that using a 3x5 x2 
matrix would result in problems whereby the expected 
frequencies would be too small for proper analysis. 
Therefore, data were recoded so that questions from section 
I were marked "SR", selection recoded and questions from 
section II were marked "PR", purpose recoded. The 
appropriate question number the followed. 
This allowed analysis using a 3x3 x2 matrix whereby the 
selections strongly agree and agree were combined as were 
the selections strongly disagree and disagree. The initial 
coding system was used with all analysis of variances 
(ANOVAS) and Tukey's Post Hoc comparisons. The recoding 
system was used for all chi-squared tests except for overall 
knowledge of purpose where the selections strongly agree and 
strongly disagree were critical. 
The level of agreement by group for both attitudes 
(Section I) and knowledge (Section II) was first charted. 
Refer to Table 2. 
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Each of the research questions was stated and analyzed 
as follows: 
1. What is the distribution of knowledge expressed by 
selected Special Olympics area directors, adapted 
physical education professionals and undergraduate 
students regarding the purpose of Special 
Olympics? 
The chi-squared test was used as it tests for 
discrepancy between observed and expected 
frequencies of responses. Knowledgeable 
respondents were expected to strongly agree with 
question one (Pl) in Section II as the statement 
reflected the actual purpose of Special Olympics. 
Knowledgeable respondents were also expected to 
strongly disagree with question four (P4) in 
section II as the statement incorrectly reflects 
the Special Olympics purpose to be recreational in 
nature. Thus, knowledgeable respondents were 
expected to answer both Pl and P4 correctly. A 
significant difference (p<.001) was found to exist 
between groups for Pl. There was no significant 
difference between groups for P4. 
Attitudes 
SR1. 
SR2. 
SR3. 
SR4. 
SAS. 
SR6. 
SR7. 
SR8. 
SR9. 
SR10. 
SR11. 
SR12. 
SR13. 
SR14. 
SA1S. 
SA16. 
SA17. 
SA18. 
SA19a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
Table 2 
Level of Agreement by Group 
(using 3x3 X2 matrix) 
% in Agreement 
Stud AD Prof 
Sample Size 44 68 4S 
Coach prepares program 7S 91 81 
Athletic qualities 91 97 98 
Coach submits paperwork 91 93 84 
Attends training session 80 87 80 
Family support & promotion 71 60 51 
Above average abilities 46 28 S7 
Independent self help so 69 5S 
Flown on plane 21 26 30 
Extended trip away 32 49 44 
No medication s 10 19 
Adequate language 55 58 56 
No behavior problems 5S 66 54 
Function as team 7S 84 89 
Refrain from alcohoVtobacco 91 90 98 
1st, 2nd, or 3rd in T&F 73 58 73 
Best performance 6S 38 57 
Random 1st, 2nd, 3rd x Event 16 4S 25 
Most medals 43 21 30 
8-11 yrs. old 84 39 38 
12-1 S yrs. old 91 67 59 
16-21 yrs. old 86 91 88 
22-29 yrs. old 93 94 91 
30+ yrs old 86 86 90 
Knowledge 
PA1. Training & Competition 80 100 89 
PA2. Bring MA into society 84 96 93 
PA3. Incorporate values 91 96 86 
PA4. Recreation 82 78 7S 
PAS. Celebrate moral & spiritual qualities 93 91 84 
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x2 p 
S.34 ns 
3.54 ns 
4.63 ns 
2.28 ns 
5.29 ns 
10.14 .04 
7.31 ns 
4.38 ns 
3.91 ns 
12.42 .01 
.43 ns 
2.16 ns 
4.40 ns 
3.8S ns 
11.28 .02 
8.94 ns 
11.34 .02 
12.58 .01 
27.74 <.001 
12.65 .01 
1.97 ns 
2.67 ns 
1.27 ns 
14.21 .01 
6.20 ns 
6.53 ns 
3.00 ns 
9.6S .OS 
Notes: "% in Agreement• refers to the percent of each group who responded to each item as 
"agree" or "strongly agree." 
df=4 for all analyses 
ns=not significant 
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However, a significant difference (p<.001) was 
found to exist for overall knowledge (Pl and P4). 
Table 3 presents the percent knowledgeable of the 
Special Olympics purpose by group. 
Table 3 
Percent Knowledgeable of Special Olympics Purpose By Group 
Students 
Directors 
Professionals 
x2 
df 
p 
Sports Training & 
Competition Recreation Correct Responses 
(P1 =SA) (P4 =SD) (P1 and P4) 
36% 2% 0% 
81% 4% 4% 
56% 7% 2% 
23.12 1.00 21.53 
2 2 4 
<.001 .60 <.001 
The data was also analyzed by collapsing the 3x5 
matrix to a 3x3 matrix. Thus, strongly agree and 
agree responses were combined as was strongly 
disagree and disagree responses. A significant 
difference (p<.01) was found to exist between 
groups for PRl. However, no significant 
difference was found to exist between groups for 
PR4. Table 4 presents the percent knowledgeable 
of the Special Olympics purpose using a 3x3 X2 
matrix. 
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Table 4 
Percent Knowledgeable of Special Olympics Purpose By Group 
(using 3x3 X2 matrix) 
Sports Training & Competition Recreation 
(PR1 = SA or A) (PR4 = SO or D) 
Students 80% 7% 
Directors 100% 12% 
Professionals 89% 18% 
x2 14.21 3.00 
df 4 4 
p <.01 .56 
2. What is the distribution of attitudes expressed by 
selected Special Olympics area directors, adapted 
physical education professionals, and 
undergraduate students regarding criteria used to 
select International Special Olympics nominees? 
As question SR16 of Section I specifically 
addressed the best performance philosophy, it was 
chosen for analysis. Also chosen were SRlS and 
SR17. Both are Special Olympics rules pertaining 
to the selection of international Special Olympics 
athletes. The chi-squared test was used as it 
tests for discrepancy between observed and 
expected frequencies of responses. 
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No significant difference was found to exist 
between groups for SR16 as p=.06. A significant 
difference between groups was found to exist for 
both SR15 (p=.02) and SR17 (p=.02). It should be 
noted, however, that only 38% of the Special 
Olympics area directors supported the a best 
performance philosophy as compared to 65% of the 
undergraduate students and 57% of the 
professionals. Table 5 presents the percent 
agreeing with best performance philosophy vs. 
Special Olympics rules by group. 
Table 5 
Percent Agreeing With Best Performance Philosophy vs. 
Students 
Directors 
Professionals 
x2 
df 
p 
Special Olympics Rules By Group 
(using 3x3 x2 matrix) 
Special Olympics Rules 
Place 1 st, 2nd, Random 1st, 2nd, 
Best Performance 3rd in T&F 3rd x Event 
(SR16 =SA or A) (SR15 =SA or A) (SR17 =SA or A) 
65% 73% 16% 
38% 58% 45% 
57% 73% 25% 
8.94 11.28 11.34 
4 4 4 
.06 .02 .02 
so 
3. What percent of selected adapted physical 
professionals and undergraduate students have been 
involved in Special Olympics? 
As discussed previously, and represented in 
Table 1, 67% (n=30) of the adapted physical 
education professionals and 25% (n=ll) of 
undergraduate students have been involved in 
Special Olympics. Four adapted physical education 
professionals and students chose not to respond 
(4%). Of course, 100% of the Special Olympics 
area directors are involved. 
4. Does a correlation exist between knowledge of the 
purpose of Special Olympics and attitudes 
regarding the criteria used to select 
international Special Olympics nominees among 
selected Special Olympics area directors, adapted 
physical education professionals, and 
undergraduate students? 
Pearson's product-moment correlation 
coefficient was used to determine if a 
relationship existed. Knowledge of Special 
Olympics purpose (Pl=SA, P4=SD, and Pl=SA & P4=SD) 
was correlated with the best performance 
philosophy (Sl6=SA) by group. A significant 
relationship was also found to exist between the 
best performance philosophy of the professionals 
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(n=45) and the Special Olympics purpose (Pl=SA). 
The relationship, however, was found to be 
negative (r=-.3721) with P<.05. Table 6 
represents results found in this correlation. 
Table 6 
Pearson's Correlations Between Knowledge of Special Olympics 
Purpose and Best Performance Philosophy By Group 
Total Sample n=157 
Best Performance 
(S16=SA) 
Students n=44 
Best Performance 
(S16=SA) 
Area Directors n=68 
Best Performance 
(S16=SA) 
Professionals n=45 
Best Performance 
(S16=SA) 
* p<.05 
Sports Training & 
Competition 
(P1=SA) 
-.1451 
.1862 
.0249 
-.3721* 
Recreation 
(P4=SD) 
.1447 
.1959 
.2419 
-.0670 
Correct Responses 
(P1 and P4) 
-.1099 
.0893 
.0038 
-.1613 
5. Is there a difference in knowledge and attitudes 
of selected Special Olympics area directors, 
adapted physical education professionals, and 
undergraduate students based on gender? 
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The chi-squared test was used as it tests for 
discrepancy between observed and expected 
frequencies of responses. The chi-squared test 
was conducted using both an overall knowledge 
score where Pl = strongly agree and P4 = strongly 
disagree and using the 3x3 x2 matrix. 
No significant differences existed between 
gender for Pl, P4, or Pl + P4. However, it should 
be noted that 0% of the males had both Pl and P4 
responses correct. Table 7 summarizes these 
results. 
Where PRl = SA or A, a significant difference 
(p=.02) was found to exist between genders. No 
difference was found to exist when PR4 = SD or D. 
Table 8 represents these responses. 
No significant difference was found to exist 
between genders when comparing the best 
performance philosophy (SR16) to Special Olympics 
rules (SRlS and SR17). Table 9 summarizes these 
results. 
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Table 7 
Percent Knowledgeable of Special Olympics Purpose By Gender 
Male 
Female 
df 
p 
Sports Training & 
Competition 
(P1 =SA) 
57% 
65% 
1.12 
.29 
Table 8 
Recreation Correct Responses 
(P4 =SD) (P1 and P4) 
3% 0% 
6% 5% 
.69 3.58 
1 2 
.41 .17 
Percent Knowledgeable of Special Olympics Purpose By Gender 
(using 3x3 X2 matrix) 
Sports Training & Competition Recreation 
(PR1 = SA or A) (PR4 = SD or D) 
Male 84% 10% 
Female 97% 14% 
x2 7.45 .51 
df 2 2 
p .02 .78 
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Table 9 
Percent Agreeing With Best Performance Philosophy vs. 
Male 
Female 
df 
p 
Soecial Olvmoics Rules By Gender 
(using 3x3 x2 matrix) 
Special Olympics Rules 
Best Pertormance 
(SR16=SA or A) 
52% 
51% 
.31 
2 
.85 
Place 1st, 2nd, Random 1st, 2nd, 
3rd in T &F 3rd x Event 
(SR15=SA or A) (SR17=SA or A) 
69% 27% 
64% 36% 
1.69 3.48 
2 2 
.43 .18 
6. Does a difference exist in knowledge and attitudes 
of selected Special Olympics area directors, 
adapted physical education professionals, and 
undergraduate students based on experience in 
competitive interscholastic (high school) or 
intercollegiate (college or university) athletics? 
The chi-squared test was used as it tests for 
discrepancy between observed and expected 
frequencies of responses. The chi-squared test 
was conducted using both an overall knowledge 
score where Pl = strongly agree and P4 = strongly 
disagree and using the 3x3 x2 matrix. 
A significant difference (p=.03) was found to 
exist between those involved in athletics and 
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those not involved for Pl. No significant 
difference was found to exist for P4. However, a 
significant difference (p=.05) was found to exist 
for Pl + P4. Table 10 summarizes these results. 
Table 10 
Percent Knowledgeable of Special Olympics Puroose Bv 
Involvement in Interscholastic and/or Intercollegiate 
Athletics 
Sports Training & 
Competition 
(P1 =SA) 
Recreation 
(P4 =SD) 
Correct Responses 
(P1 and P4) 
Not Involved 76% 0% 0% 
Involved 
df 
p 
56% 6% 4% 
4.98 2.51 5.93 
2 
.03 .11 .05 
No significant differences existed between 
groups involved in athletics and those not 
involved for PRl = SA or A and PR4 = SD or D. 
Table 11 summarizes these results. 
No significant difference was found to exist 
between groups involved in athletics and those not 
involved when comparing the best performance 
philosophy (SR16) to Special Olympics rules (SR15 
and SR17). Table 12 summarizes these results. 
Table 11 
Percent Knowledgeable of Special Olympics Purpose By 
Involvement in Interscholastic and/or 
Intercollegiate Athletics 
(using 3x3 X2 matrix) 
Sports Training & Competition Recreation 
(PR1 =SA or A) (PR4 = SD or D) 
Not Involved 100% 2% 
Involved 88% 16% 
x.2 4.92 2.69 
df 2 2 
p .09 .26 
Table 12 
Percent Agreeing With Best Performance Philosophy vs. 
Special Olympics Rules by Involvement in Interscholastic 
and/or Intercollegiate Athletics 
(using 3x3 x2 matrix) 
Special Olympics Rules 
Place 1st, 2nd, Random 1st, 2nd, 
Best Performance 3rd in T&F 3rd x Event 
(SR1) (SR15) (SR17) 
Not Involved 45% 66% 45% 
Involved 55% 67% 27% 
x2 1.98 2.36 4.74 
df 2 2 2 
p .37 .31 .09 
56 
57 
7. Does a difference exist in knowledge and attitudes 
of selected Special Olympics area directors, 
adapted physical education professionals, and 
undergraduate students based on educational 
background? 
A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and 
Tukey's post-hoc comparison were used to test for 
mean differences between and within groups. 
A significant difference (p=<.01) was found 
to exist between majors for Pl = strongly agree. 
The mean response for special education majors was 
4.89 while the mean response for regular physical 
education majors was 4.21. Thus, responses 
differed significantly (p<.05, at least) within 
these two groups. A significant difference (p = 
.04) was also found to exist between majors for P4 
= strongly disagree. No significant difference 
was found to exist within major groups for P=4. 
Table 13 represents these results. 
No significant difference was found to exist 
between or within majors regarding best 
performance philosophy. Table 14 summarizes these 
results. 
Table 13 
Mean Knowledge Scores by Major 
Sports Training & Competition Recreation 
n P1 =SA n P4 =SD 
Adapted P.E. 25 4.52 25 3.56 
Special Ed. 18 4.89* 18 4.44 
Regular P.E. 58 4.21* 58 4.16 
Recreation 20 4.15 19 3.68 
Other 22 4.81 22 4.23 
F 3.64 2.61 
p <.01 .04 
Note: Means that are astericked (by column) differ significantly (p<.05, at least). 
Adapted P.E. 
Special Ed. 
Regular P.E. 
Recreation 
Other 
F 
p 
Table 14 
Mean Attitude Scores Regarding Best 
Performance Philosophy By Major 
n 
25 
18 
57 
19 
22 
S16 
3.48 
2.88 
3.35 
3.05 
3.18 
.74 
.57 
58 
KY 
IL 
IN 
Ml 
OH 
F 
p 
59 
8. Does a difference exist in knowledge and attitudes 
of selected Special Olympics area directors based 
on geographic location (i.e. state)? 
A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and 
Tukey's post-hoc comparison was used to test for 
mean differences between and within groups. 
No significant difference was found to exist 
between or within states for Special Olympics area 
directors for either Pl = strongly agree or P4 = 
strongly disagree. Table 15 summarizes these 
results. 
Table 15 
Mean Knowledge Scores for Special Olympics 
Area Directors By State 
Sports Training & Competition Recreation 
n P1=SA n P4=SD 
9 4.78 9 4.33 
13 4.69 13 3.62 
8 5.00 8 4.63 
21 4.86 21 3.95 
17 4.76 16 4.00 
.89 1.23 
.48 .31 
Note: Tukey's post-hoc comparisons revealed no two groups to be significantly different at the 
p=.05 level. 
KY 
IL 
IN 
MI 
OH 
F 
p 
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No significant difference was found to exist 
between or within states regarding best 
performance philosophy. Table 16 represents these 
results. 
Table 16 
Mean Attitude Scores of Special Olympics Area Directors 
Regarding Best Performance By State 
n S16 
9 3.89 
12 3.17 
8 3.00 
21 2.48 
16 2.63 
-----
2.09 
-----
.09 
Note: Tukey's post-hoc comparisons revealed no two groups 
to be significantly different at p=.05 level. 
Additional analysis of the research data resulted 
in the following significant findings. Pearson's 
product=moment correlation was used to determine if 
a relationship existed between Special Olympics 
selection rules (SlS & Sl7) and the best performance 
philosophy (S16). A significant, positive 
relationship (r=.60) with p<.01 was found to exist 
between SlS and S16 using the total sample (n=lSS). 
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The same was true with each group: r=.65 with 
students (n=44); r=.52 with area directors (n=67); 
and r=.70 with professionals (n=44). In each case, 
p<.01. Table 17 summarizes these results. 
Table 17 
Pearson's Correlations Between Special Olympics Selection 
Rules and Best Performance Philosophy 
Total Sample n=155 S15 S16 S17 
S15: 1st, 2nd or 3rd State in T&F 1.00 .60** .06 
S16: Best Performance .61** 1.00 -.01 
S17: Random 1st, 2nd 3rd x Event .06 -.01 1.00 
Students n=44 S15 S16 S17 
S15: 1st, 2nd or 3rd State in T&F 1.00 .65** -.07 
516: Best Performance .65** 1.00 .08 
517: Random 1st, 2nd 3rd x Event -.07 .08 1.00 
Area Directors n=67 S15 516 517 
515: 1st, 2nd or 3rd State in T&F 1.00 .52** .23 
S16: Best Performance .52** 1.00 .14 
517: Random 1st, 2nd 3rd x Event .23 .14 1.00 
Professionals n=44 S15 S16 S17 
515: 1st, 2nd or 3rd State in T&F 1.00 .70** -.07 
516: Best Performance .70** 1.00 -.18 
517: Random 1st, 2nd 3rd x Event -.07 -.18 1.00 
* p<.05 ** p<.01 
The chi-squared test was used to test for 
discrepancy between observed and expected 
frequencies of responses for all selection recoded 
responses (SRl through SR19E) and all purpose 
recoded responses (PRl through PR5) by group, 
gender, and participation in interscholastic (high 
school) or intercollegiate (college or university) 
athletics. 
Using a 3x3 X2 matrix, a significant difference 
(p<.05) was found to exist for the following 
comparisons: 
1. SR6, SRlO, & SR18 by group. Refer to Table 
2. 
2. SR19a & SR19b by group. Refer to Table 2. 
3. SR16, SR7, & SR13 by gender. Table 18 
represents these results. 
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4. SR9 by involvement in interscholastic and/or 
5. 
6. 
7. 
intercollegiate athletics. Refer to Table 
19. 
PR5 by group. Refer to Table 2. 
PR2 by gender. Refer to Table 20. 
PRl by group and involvement in 
interscholastic and/or intercollegiate 
athletics. Refer to Table 21. 
Male 
Female 
df 
p 
Table 18 
Percent Agreeing With SR6, SR7, & SR13 By Gender 
(using 3x3 x2 matrix) 
Above Ave. Abilities Independent Self Help Function As Team 
(SR6=SA or A) (SR7 =SA or A) (SR13=SA or A) 
42% 49% 75% 
40% 69% 91% 
6.28 7.70 8.01 
2 2 2 
.04 .02 .02 
Table 19 
Percent Aqreeing With SR9 By Involvement in 
Interscholastic and/or Intercollegiate Athletics 
(using 3x3 x2 matrix) 
Extended Trip Away 
(SR9=SA or A) 
No 61% 
Yes 37% 
x2 6.82 
df 2 
p .03 
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Table 20 
Percent Agreeing With PR2 Bv Gender 
(using 3x3 X2 matrix) 
Male 
Female 
df 
p 
Table 21 
Bring MR into Society 
(PR2=SA or A) 
87% 
97% 
6.57 
2 
.04 
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Percent Knowledgeable of Special Olympics Purpose Who Were 
Involved in Interscholastic and/or Intercollegiate Athletics 
By Group 
Students 
Directors 
Professional 
df 
p 
(using 3x3 x2 matrix) 
Sports Training & Competition 
(PR1 =SA or A) 
77% 
100% 
86% 
10.14 
4 
.04 
Summary 
Using a 3x3 x2 matrix, it was determined that 100% of 
the area directors were knowledgeable of the Special 
Olympics purpose (i.e. sports training and competition 
program) as compared to 80% of the students and 89% of the 
professionals. However, it is interesting that 88% of the 
area directors, 93% of the students, and 82% of 
professionals also selected recreation to describe the 
purpose of Special Olympics. 
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Although group differences (p=.06) did not quite reach 
the p=.05 standard criterion for statistical significance 
for the best performance philosophy, it is important to 
point out that only 38% of Special Olympics area directors 
were found to view best performance as a criterion for 
advancement to Special Olympics international competition as 
opposed to 65% of the students and 57% of the professionals. 
In ranking the percentages of agreement for criteria 
used in the selection of Special Olympics international 
athletes by group, it was found that area directors ranked 
best performance 19th out of the 23 selections. Students 
and professionals ranked it higher at 14th and 11th 
respectively. 
Not only was a significant difference (p=.02) found to 
exist between groups for SR15 (i.e. athlete must have placed 
1st, 2nd or 3rd at the state level of competition .•• ) and 
SR17 (i.e. athletes should be chosen by random selection 
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from among 1st, 2nd, or 3rd place winners at state . 
from all divisions by event), it was also determined that 
only 58% of the area directors agreed with SRlS and only 45% 
agreed with SR17. These two selections are specific Special 
Olympics rules which are to be used in the selection of 
international athletes. 
Furthermore, in ranking the percent of agreement for 
criteria used when selecting international athletes, it was 
found that SR15 was ranked 15th out of 23 for area 
directors. For both students and professionals SRlS ranked 
higher at 12th and 9th respectively. For all three groups, 
SR17 ranked 22nd out of the 23 criterion. Thus, the percent 
in agreement with SR15 was higher for each group than that 
for the best performance philosophy and SR17. 
Also identified were those criteria receiving the 
highest percentage of agreement by group. 
Special Olympics area directors: 
1. Athletic qualities (97%). 
2. 22-29 years old (94%). 
3. Coach submits paperwork (93%). 
4. Coach prepares program (91%). 
s. 16-21 years old (91%). 
Undergraduate students: 
1. 22-29 years old (93%). 
2. 12-15 years old (91%). 
3. Athletic qualities (91%). 
4. Coach submits paperwork (91%). 
5. Refrain from alcohol/tobacco (91%). 
Adapted physical education professionals: 
1. Athletes qualities (98%). 
2. Refrain from alcohol/tobacco (98%). 
3. 22-29 years old (91%). 
4. 30+ years old (90%). 
5. Function as part of team (89%). 
The criterion, no medication, received the lowest 
percentage of agreement for each group with area directors 
at 10%, students at 5%, and professionals at 19%. 
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In determining if a correlation existed between 
knowledge of the Special Olympics purpose and best 
performance philosophy for each group, it was discovered 
that a low relationship exists for area directors (r=.02) 
and for students (r=.19). However, a slight to fair 
negative relationship (r=-.37) was found to exist for 
professionals. Thus, it seems that adapted physical 
education professionals who are knowledgeable of the Special 
Olympics purpose do not necessarily support a best 
performance philosophy. 
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Again, using the 3x3 X2 matrix, a significant 
difference (.02) was found to exist between genders 
regarding knowledge of the Special Olympics purpose as 97% 
of females surveyed agreed with sports training and 
competition as compared to 84% of males. No significant 
difference was found to exist between genders regarding best 
performance philosophy. 
A significant difference (p=.03) was found to exist 
regarding knowledge of the Special Olympics purpose (Pl=SA) 
between those who had been involved in interscholastic or 
intercollegiate athletics and those who had not. Seventy-
six percent of those who had not been involved in athletics 
were knowledgeable of the Special Olympics purpose as 
compared to 56% of those who had been involved. It is 
interesting that for both Pl=SA and PR=SA or A, a higher 
percent of those who had not been involved in athletics were 
correct in choosing the Special Olympics purpose as compared 
to those who had been involved. No significant difference 
was found to exist regarding best performance philosophy 
between groups for athletic involvement. 
A significant difference (p<.05) was determined to 
exist between special education (4.89) and regular physical 
education (4.21) majors regarding the purpose of Special 
Olympics when Pl=SA. 
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CHAPTER V: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary 
The purpose of this study was to determine if the 
selection process used to choose track and field athletes 
for the International Special Olympics Games follows the 
same guidelines as those of the Olympics. Thus, it was 
questioned if the athlete with the best performance in a 
particular event is chosen for international competition. 
The ancillary purpose was to determine if three groups (i.e. 
Special Olympics area directors, undergraduate students 
enrolled in an adapted physical education class at Eastern 
Illinois University, and adapted physical education 
professionals) view the best athletic performance as the 
foremost criterion for advancement to Special Olympics 
international competition. 
It was hypothesized that: 
1. The selection process used to select track and 
field athletes for International Special Olympics 
Games does not follow the same guidelines as those 
of the Olympics. 
2. Area directors do not view the best athletic 
performance as the foremost criterion for 
advancement to international competition. 
3. Adapted physical education professionals and 
undergraduate students support the best 
performance philosophy as the foremost criterion 
for advancement to international competition. 
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In order to test the primary hypothesis, a phone 
interview and literature review was conducted. To test the 
ancillary hypothesis, a questionnaire was sent to all 114 
Special Olympics area directors from the Great Lakes Region 
(i.e. Kentucky, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, and Ohio), 101 
adapted physical education professionals, and 44 
undergraduate students. The questionnaire consisted of 
actual criteria found on 1991 International Summer Special 
Olympics Games Athlete Nomination Forms (Kentucky, Indiana, 
Illinois, Michigan, and Ohio Special Olympics, 1990); 
criteria deduced from concepts found within these forms; 
criteria supporting the best performance philosophy; and 
knowledge concepts including the actual purpose of Special 
Olympics. A Likert scale was used to capture this data. 
Demographic information was also obtained. 
A total of 157 of 259 questionnaires were returned for 
an overall return rate of 61%. Of the populations surveyed, 
43% were male, 55% were female, and four did not indicate 
gender (2%). The mean age for all respondents was 36 years 
with ages ranging from 18 to 65. The majority of both the 
Special Olympics area directors (51%) and adapted physical 
education professionals (64%) had a master's degree. 
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Physical education accounted for the major field of study 
for 39% of the populations surveyed. Adapted physical 
education (18%), special education (12%), and recreation 
(14%) were well represented. Twenty-five percent of the 
undergraduate students and 67% of the professionals had been 
involved with Special Olympics. Involvement in 
interscholastic or intercollegiate athletics accounted for 
85% of the students, 62% of area directors, and 84% of 
professionals. On average, area directors had been involved 
in Special Olympics for 12.05 years and had served as area 
director for 6.78 years. 
Results indicated that 100% of the area directors, 80% 
of the students, and 89% of the professionals were 
knowledgeable of the Special Olympics purpose (i.e. to 
provide year-round sports training and athletic competition 
in a variety of Olympic type sports for individuals with 
mental retardation). However, results also indicated that 
88% of area directors, 93% of students, and 83% of the 
professionals agreed with a false statement; that being, 
Special Olympics was created and developed to provide a year 
round recreation program offering a variety of recreational 
opportunities for individuals with mental retardation. 
The research also found that 38% of Special Olympics 
area directors view best performance as a criterion for 
advancement to international competition as opposed to 65% 
of the students and 57% of the professionals. In fact, area 
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directors ranked best performance 19th out of 23 selections; 
whereas students and professionals ranked it higher at 14th 
and 11th respectively. 
Not only was it determined that a significant 
difference (p=.02) exists between groups for SR15 (i.e. an 
athlete must have placed 1st, 2nd, or 3rd at the state level 
of competition during one year prior to international 
competition) and SR17 (i.e. athletes should be chosen by 
random selection from among 1st, 2nd, or 3rd place winners 
at state level competition . • . from all divisions by 
event), it was also determined that only 58% of area 
directors agreed with SR15 and only 45% agreed with SR17 
even though these selections are specific Special Olympics 
rules to be used in choosing athletes for international 
competition. 
Furthermore, in ranking the percentages of agreement of 
area directors for the selection criteria used when choosing 
international Special Olympics athletes, it was found that 
SR15 was ranked 15th and SR17 was ranked 22nd out of 23 
possible selections. 
Conclusions and Discussions 
In regards to the primary hypothesis, it was determined 
that Special Olympics International has apparently attempted 
to structure its selection process after that of the 
Olympics (i.e. establishing rules that indicate that to 
advance to a higher level of competition, athletes should be 
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chosen by 1st, 2nd, or 3rd place finishers at the lower 
level competition). However, due to the competition 
divisioning and the opportunity for state offices, area 
directors, and local coaches to use subjective criteria in 
nominating track and field athletes for the International 
Special Olympics Games, it was determined that the selection 
process does not follow the same guidelines as those of the 
Olympics. Specific Special Olympics standards (i.e. 
times/distances in the event within a specific time frame) 
have not been established by Special Olympics International. 
One ancillary hypothesis was found to be correct. 
Special Olympics area directors did not view best athletic 
performance as the foremost criterion for advancement to 
international competition. In fact, only 38% supported such 
criteria. 
Although the majority of undergraduate students (65%) 
and adapted physical education professionals (57%) supported 
a best performance philosophy, it was not viewed as the 
foremost criterion for advancement to international 
competition. 
A conflicting result of this study needs to be cited. 
100% of area directors knew the purpose of Special Olympics 
(i.e. providing year round sports training and athletic 
competition in a variety of Olympic type sports for 
individuals with mental retardation); however, they did not 
agree with the best performance philosophy nor the actual 
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Special Olympics rules regarding advancement to higher level 
competition. Thus, one must question if area directors 
actually follow Special Olympics rules regarding the 
selection of athletes for advancement to higher level 
competition. 
Based upon the subjective comments found in Appendices 
Q, R, and S, respondents seem to be concerned that Special 
Olympics is not following its established guidelines. It 
also seems that many of the respondents, including area 
directors, are not knowledgeable of the Motor Activities 
Training Program (MATP) and Unified Sports Program offered 
by Special Olympics. The MATP was established to meet the 
needs of multiply handicapped individuals who are in need of 
a motor activities and training program which is 
recreational in nature. The Unified Sports Program, on the 
hand, was established to meet the needs of those athletes 
who are ready to be integrated into community sports and 
recreational opportunities. Thus, it is questioned if 
athletes referred to by the respondents in Appendices Q, R, 
and S are actually placed in the Special Olympics program 
which will best meet their individual needs. 
The major problems with this study were: 
1. Populations were too small to analyze separately 
using a 3x5 X2 matrix. Thus, collapsing the X2 
matrix to 3x3 was required. 
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2. The response choices in Section II of the 
questionnaire were such that they indicated level 
of agreement with knowledge statements rather than 
measuring knowledge itself. 
Implications for Special Olympics 
If Special Olympics International fails to change its 
criteria for advancement to international competition, thus, 
continuing to allow athletes to be chosen by subjective 
means, one must question the purpose of the word "Olympics" 
in the organizations title. 
Special Olympics International should be cognizant of 
the fact that: 
The process of competition cannot begin until children 
have reached certain levels of cognitive maturity. 
Sherif (1971) notes that the competition process 
requires an individual to have the capacity to direct 
behavior consistently toward an abstract standard or 
remote goal. This capacity appears to emerge between 
the ages of 3 to 5 years. (Greenberg, 1952; 
Heckhausen, 1967). Although the competition process 
cannot occur until a certain level of cognitive 
maturity is reached, this does not imply that through 
the socialization process, competitiveness is not being 
shaped in the child under 3 (Martens, 1975). 
Athletes who function at a cognitive level below 3 to 5 
years old will not view Special Olympics competition the 
same as athletes who function at a higher cognitive level. 
Because they have not yet reached certain levels of 
cognitive maturity, athletes functioning below a cognitive 
level of 3 to 5 years will participate in Special Olympics 
as if it were a recreation program. Athletes who function 
at this cognitive level view Special Olympics as play. And 
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because of the personae of these athletes in the context of 
Special Olympics events, they are usually more visible than 
athletes who are seriously focusing on the competition at 
hand. This phenomenon may explain why many people often 
describe or ref er to Special Olympics as a recreation 
program. 
Special Olympics International must also address the 
psychological implications of its current criteria for 
advancement to a higher level competition. If the 
psychological needs of the elite athletes are not being met, 
then their decisions to continue to participate may be 
influenced; thus, their physical activity may theoretically 
decrease (Brustad, 1988). "The continued process of seeking 
out and conquering challenges which are optimal for one's 
capacity (not too easy but not out of reach either) is the 
heart of human motivation" (Orlick, 1980). 
Social implications of the current criteria for 
advancement to higher level competition must also be 
considered by Special Olympics International. Since Olympic 
athletes represent the best performers in a specific sport 
and since this is universally understood, those who watch 
the International Special Olympics Games may assume that the 
athletes have the best performances in their events. 
Of the 1991 International Summer Special Olympics 
Games, President Bush wrote, " ••• these Games are an 
excellent way to increase public awareness of the talents 
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and the potential of persons with developmental 
disabilities" (Special Olympics International, 1991). But 
what if the athlete who won the 100 meters at the 
international games did so with a time of 22.5 seconds while 
another Special Olympics athlete who can run it in 11.4 
seconds is sitting at home? Would this actually increase 
public awareness of the potential talent of Special Olympics 
athletes or would it continue to feed the misconception that 
individuals with mental retardation can not achieve the same 
level of performance as their "normal" peers? 
Another social implication relates to the integration 
of mentally retarded persons into the community which is 
identified in the Special Olympics Principles (Appendix A). 
The criteria used to select athletes for the International 
Special Olympics Games are such that athletes with medical, 
behavioral, or judicial problems may not be chosen 
(International Special Olympics, 1992). Thus, it is 
questioned if Special Olympics is violating its own 
established philosophy by segregating these athletes. 
"Hoping to shatter the myth prevalent in the 1960's 
that mentally retarded people 'could not run 400 meters, 
swim the length of a pool, or communicate well enough to 
participate in team sport,' Mrs. Shriver provided training 
in a variety of activities, including swimming for the 
campers. Her goal - to explore the capabilities of mentally 
retarded individuals in the context of sport" (Cheatum, 
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1988). Shortly thereafter, the Kennedy Foundation and the 
Chicago Park District tried an experiment; that being, the 
organization of the first national sports competition for 
the mentally retarded. Its name ... Special Olympics. 
And ever since the first competition, it has continued to 
grow into the largest and only sports training and 
competition program for the mentally retarded. However, it 
seems that during the 30 years which have past, the mission 
of Special Olympics has changed. An instructor's manual in 
1972 read: 
Help each youngster learn to play hard and compete to 
the fullest so as to create a success cycle and 
overcome the pattern of failure and frustration that 
of ten plagues retarded youngsters who have not had 
opportunities to play, participate, compete, and 
achieve. One successful experience usually leads to 
other achievements which in turn help to develop self-
confidence and the belief that "I can" and "I will" 
rather than "I can't" and "I won't" •.• do not insult 
their intelligence by telling them they've won when it 
is obvious they haven't (American Alliance for Health, 
Physical Education, and Dance & The Joseph P. Kennedy, 
Jr. Foundation, 1972). 
Recommendations 
As mentioned earlier, the 1991 International Special 
Olympics Games will be the last time states will field their 
own international teams. As the Team USA concept becomes 
reality, it is hoped that Special Olympics International 
will re-examine its own criteria for participation in the 
International Special Olympics Games. Special Olympics 
International may realize that they have frustrated and 
discouraged many of the elite Special Olympics track and 
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field athletes and will develop new criteria, based on 
objective measurements of times and distances, to select 
athletes for international competition. Ideally, Special 
Olympics track and field trials could be held modeling the 
Olympic Trials. Unfortunately, the cost to the Special 
Olympics athlete would prohibit this concept. However, 
Special Olympics International could establish a data base 
in which state programs would be required to submit the best 
performance (i.e. time/distance) for each event as 
determined at their annual state track and field 
competition. Special Olympics International could then 
select the top three track and field athletes by event for 
the International Special Olympics Games. 
Research Recommendations 
As an outcome of this study, the following research 
recommendations are suggested: 
1. It is recommended that selection criteria found in 
Section I of the questionnaire be clustered into 
similar groups (i.e. self-help criteria, coaches 
responsibilities, athletic qualities, etc.). A 
3x5 x2 matrix can then be used, whereby expected 
frequencies would be large enough for proper 
analysis. 
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2. It is recommended that response choices in Section 
II of the questionnaire be reduced from five to 
two. This section is attempting to identify if 
respondents are knowledgeable of Special Olympics 
purpose rather than the level to which they agree 
with the statements. 
3. It is recommended that face to face interviews be 
conducted with Special Olympics athletes to 
identify their attitudes regarding the selection 
process for advancement to higher level 
competition. 
4. It is recommended that the questionnaire be sent 
to randomly selected Special Olympics local 
coaches to identify their attitudes regarding the 
selection process for advancement to higher level 
competition. 
5. It is recommended that the questionnaire be sent 
to randomly selected individuals to identify their 
attitudes regarding Special Olympics selection 
process for advancement to higher level 
competition. Included should be a question asking 
if the Special Olympics athlete who participates 
in the international games is chosen based on a 
best performance philosophy. 
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6. It is recommended that the International Olympic 
Committee be surveyed to determine if it supports 
a best performance philosophy regarding the 
selection of international Special Olympics 
athletes. 
7. It is recommended that the study be expanded such 
that questionnaires be sent to Special Olympics 
area directors in other defined geographic 
regions. 
Professional Recommendations 
Based upon the conclusions of this study, these 
additional professional recommendations are suggested: 
1. It is recommended that Special Olympics 
International work to better educate individuals 
within national programs and state offices, area 
directors, and coaches regarding the purpose of 
the three Special Olympics programs (i.e. Motor 
Activities Training Program, Official Sports 
Program, and Unified Sports Program). Thus, 
Special Olympians can be better assured of being 
ref erred and placed into the program which will 
best meet their individual needs. 
2. Based on comments, concerns, etc. which were 
written by respondents, it seems obvious that many 
of the adapted physical education professionals 
lack an understanding of Special Olympics. 
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Special Olympics needs to better educate these 
individuals to insure that they have accurate 
information since many work directly with Special 
Olympians and/or teach university physical 
education students. 
3. It is recommended that university physical 
education programs provide accurate and up-to-date 
information regarding Special Olympics programs to 
its students who, in the future, may become 
involved. 
4. It is recommended that Special Olympics 
International develop assessment procedures for 
national, state, and local programs to insure that 
established guidelines are being followed. 
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Fact Sheet 
Philosophy 
Mission 
70 orov1ce vear-rounc scorts :ra1nir.g and atn1et1c :omoet111on 1n a vanety of Clymo1c-iype sccrts for all 
::i1ioren ar.o acutts .vun mental retarcanon. g1v1ng them continuing cccortuniues :a ceveloo cnys1ca1 fitness. 
cemonstrare courage. ~xcenence ·cy anc oart1c:oate 1n the snaring of girts. sKuls ano tnenosn10 w11n tne1r 
'am1iies . .::tr.er Soec:al Clymo1cs a1n1e!es and :ne community. 
Philosophy 
Soec1a1 Olymc1cs is tounoeo on me ce11e1 that oeoole wl!h mental retarcanon can. ·.v11h orccer 1nstruc!:cn ano 
-=ncouragement. !earn. ~nioy ana ::enerit from oan1c:oa11on 1n 1noiv1oual ana team scans. aaaoteo as neces-
sary to meet rne neeos of these 'Nl!n soec1a1 mental and pnys1ca1 lim11a11ons. 
Soecial Clymo1cs believes that consistent training is essennal to the ceve!ooment of soort skills. ana that 
:omce11t1cn among tnose oi ecuat ao1liues iS :ne most acprconate means at testing these skills. measunng 
progress anc prov1d1ng 1ncen11ves tor oersona1 growth. 
Soec:at Clymc1cs believes that ::irougn scans :raining and comoet1t1on. people with mental retardation beneiit 
onys1cally. :~entally. soc:ally and som1ua1ly: fam1iies are strengtneneo: and the community at !arge. coth 
througn oamc:oatton ano coservauon. :s un11ea ;n unoerstanoing people with mental retarcanon in an environ-
ment oi eaua1ity, resoec: and acceotance. 
Principles 
To orov1de tl"le most en,oyable. beneiic1ai ano cnallenging ac:ivi!les for athletes with mental retaroat1on. 
Soec1a1 Clymq1cs operates woncw1ce 1n accorcance with the following pnnciples and betie!s. 
o That the So1nt of Soec1al Clvmo1cs ·- skiil. :ourage. sharing and JOY -- 1nccroorates universal ·1aiues ·Nmc:i 
:ransceno a11 ocuncanes oi ;ecgracny. 1a11ona11ty. pc1i11ca1 pnilcsocny. ;;enoer. age. race or ·e11g1cn. 
o That the goal oi Scec1a1 Clvr.;01cs is :o heio onng ail persons wl!h mental retardation into :ne larger 
society unoer cono111ons wnerecy rney are acceoted. respecteo ano given the cnance :o oecome useitJJ ano 
proouct1ve c::1zens. 
o That. as a :rieans of ac!'11ev1,,g :his goal. Soec1a1 Olymo1cs encourages its more caoacle athle!es to move 
from Scecia1 Clymo1cs :raining ano compet1t1on into school and community programs ·Nnere ttiey can train 
and comoete 1n regu1ar scorts ac!1v1ues. '7"he athletes may, at this 001nt. 'Ntsn to 1eave Soec:al Clymo1cs er 
contrnue to take cart 1n Soec:a1 Clymo1cs act1V1t1es. \he oec1s1on is the attilete s. 
o That ail Scec:al Clymo1cs ac.1v111es -- at ttie tocal. state. nat1ona1 and 1nternattonal level -- reilec :he 
·.-aJues. stancarcs. traoi11ons. :aremomes anc events emcoo1ea 1n the mooern Clymo1c movement. oroac-
ened ano enncned to celeorare me moral ano so1rnua1 qua1111es oi persons w1tl1 mental retarcanon so as to 
ennance their dignity ano self--:sreem. 
o !hat pamc:pauon 1n Scec1a1 Glym01cs training programs and comoettnve events is open to all peoole with 
mental retarcat1on who are at :east e1gnt years otd. regardless ot ttie degree of tl"letr d1sacliity. 
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Fact Sheet 
The 10 ?ercent Rule 
Competition Divisions 
Equalizing Competition 
!n keeping with tr.e Spec:al Clymcics pnilcsccny that every athlete should be encouraged to ;::er1orm to the 
best ct his or ner ability, and snould have a reasonaole chance to win wnile com9et1ng against te1lcw athletes 
ct s1mdar ability, athletes are placed in compeuticn oiv1s1ons according to the following guidelines•: 
1) Athletes shall be divided into competition divisions based upon their age. sex. and ability. 
2) Competition divisions shall be ~stablished so they are ·~ven". An even div1s1on is one 1n wn1c:i all 
pamc:pants. based on oencrmance records. have a reasonable chance to win. This oelini11on also 
applies to team compeulion. 
J) In struc:unng even divisions. part1c:cants shall be ranked in descending order ct per1ormance. 7he 
dilference 1n times or per1ormance scores oetween the best penorming athlete and the worst shall not 
normally differ by more than 10 percent. 
4) In team sports competition. the learn Skills scores and a classification round shall be used to determine 
ability divisions, and the "10 percent" n.Jle shall apply to these divisions. A classification round involves 
teams comoeting in a short version of \he otticial team sport. Classification round pairings are 
determined by the Team Skills scores submitted with the registration tor the event. 
5) In the sports ol gymnastics. figure skating, diving, and equestrian. all ol which require judging, the "~a 
percent rule" is not aopropriate lor use in divis1oning. Nevertheless, athletes snail be placed in even 
divisions based upon penormance capabilities. 
6) A division shall consist ol a minimum ot three and maximum or eight comr:ieutors or teams. !! there are 
not at least three comoetitors or teams in a division, divisions shall be comb1nea to meet the required 
minimum number cl competitors or teams. 
• From the Official Soec:al Olymo1cs Soorts Rules. Article I. Section P. Complete spec:tications on 
competition divisions are contained in the Cffic:at Special Olympics Sports Rules. 
Speclal Olymplc3 Games and Compotltlon Ago Groups 
7hese Spec:al Olympics age groups have been selected as being most reoresentauve of those used in 
soorts competitions 1nternat1onally. The lollowing age groups shall be used :or all Soec1al Olymp1cs 
Games and competitions: 
A. I nd1v1dual Spans: 
1) Youth: agesa-11 
2) Juniors: ages 12-15 
J) Senior: Jges 16·21 
4) Masters: Jges 22-29 
5) Senior Masters: ages JO and over 
:3) Open Age Grouo: reserved tor combining age groups to meet the required minimum 
number cl compot1tors or teams in a div1s1on. 
8. 7'eam Soorts and Relay Events: 
1) Junior: ages 15 and under 
2) Senior: Jges16-21 
J) Mastors: Jges 22 and over 
.i) Open Age Group: See abOve 
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An a1hle1e·s age group is determined by the athlete's age on the ooening date al the Games or 
competition. ihe age al the oldest alhlele on a team shall be used to determine the age group 1n w111ch 
that team will compete. 
Combining Age Grouos: In situations where there are not enough competitors to hold competition in a 
certain age group, the athletes shOuld be moved into the next oldest age group. If there are not 
enough a!hle1es within the Masters age group to hold an event. the athletes within the Masters age 
group shall be moved to the Open age group. 
Division ol the Senior Masters age Group: the Senior Masters age group may be subdivided into rNo 
groups based on age ii there is a sutticient number ol athletes to organize equal divisions. 
APPENDIX C 
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THE 1991 INTERNATIONAL SUMMER SPECIAL OLYMPICS GAMES 
The 3th International Summer Games will be held July 19-27, 1991 
in Minneapolis, St. Paul, Minnesota. It is anticipated that 
6,000 athletes from ~ore than 30 countries will compete in the 
following sports: aquatics, athletics, basketball, bowling, 
canoeing, cycling, equestrian, soccer, gymnastics, roller 
skating, soft.ball, table tennis, team handball, tennis, 
volleyball and weightlifting. 
Athletes selected to represent Kentucky in the 1991 
International Summer Games must be well-trained and demonstrate 
those qualities associated with Special Olympics and athletes in 
general. These qualities include: sportsmanship, dedication to 
~raining, desire to excel in sports, understanding the ~~les of 
the sport and must have the ability to function as part of a 
team. 
ALLOTMENT 
Kentucky has been awarded the following athlete quota for the 
1991 International Summer Games: 
Individual Sports 
Aquatics - 3 
Athletics - 12 
Sowling - 4 (2 
Equestrian - 2 
Gymnastics - 4 
Powerlifting -
Roller Skating 
Team Sports 
1 Soccer Team 
1 Soft.ball Team 
:nale, 2 female) 
(3 female, 1 male) 
4 (2 male, 2 female) 
~ 4 (2 male, 2 female) 
DUE DATES FOR A·?RLETE NOMINATIONS: 
June 19, 1990 
Aquatics 
Athletics 
Bowling 
Gymnastics 
Power lifting 
September 4, 1990 
Team Softball 
October 30, 1990 
Equestrian 
Team Soccer 
Roller Skating 
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PLEASE READ THE ENTIRE FORM CARE~ULLY! 
TO ALL APPLICANTS 
Before taking the time to complete this application it is 
important to understand that you will be making a commitment on 
behalf of the athlete whose name appears on this application 
form, his/her family and coach. 
Each athlete, family and coach must commit to the following in 
order for the athlete to be considered for selection to t..~e 
Kentucky Special Olympics 1991 International Summer Games Team: 
All nomination materials, medical infer.nation and 
general response for.ns must be submitted to the Chapter 
Off ice by the deadlines issued. 
The athlete must attend all training sessions 
scheduled by the Kentucky Special Olympics Chapter 
Office and by the International Team coaching Staff. 
The athlete, coach and family must commit to at 
least an 3-16 week training program in preparation for 
International Competition. 
overnight training programs (mini-camp), will require 
athletes to be transported to and from a predeter.nined 
site. Kentucky Special Olympics will provide the out of 
state transportation to the Games. 
* Kentucky Special Olympics reserves the right to deter.nine the 
fi~al team to represent Kentucky based on the criteria 
presented in this document. 
SPECIFIC CRITERIA FOR ~T'HLETE APPLICATION 
When selecting athletes to represent Kentucky at the 1991 
International Summer Games, the following criteria will be 
considered. 
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l. The athlete is properly registered with a Training 
Program durinq t.~e program year in whic.~ the at.~lete is 
nominated. 
2. The athlete competed in Area and State level 
competition for a minimum of 2 years in the sport 
in which he/she is nominated. 
J. The athlete must have placed 1st, 2nd or Jrd in 
his/her sport at the State Competition. 
4. Preference will be given to athletes who have not 
been a member of any previous Kentucky Special Olympics 
International Games Delegation. 
5. The at.~lete has demonstrated the ability to: 
a. relate to an unfamiliar coach or chaperone 
and not be a behavior problem. 
b. deal wit!l the magnitude of an International 
Games for 8 days in an unfamiliar setting 
c. travel by air 
d. demonstrate sufficient level of independent 
self-help skills to ensure a rewarding and 
safe experience. 
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ATHLETE APPLICATION 
DIRECTIONS: All parts of this application must be completed 
in order for an athlete to be considered as an 
applicant for the Kentucky Team. All applications 
must include the following signatures: 1) parent 
or legal guardian 2) coach and 3) Area Director 
Any form that is submitted incomplete will be 
returned to the person whose name appears as the 
Official Contact. 
This application is being submitted for 
consideration for athlete selection in the sport of 
(please check only one): 
Aquatics 
Athletics 
Bowling 
~~~- Equestrian 
~~~- Team Soccer 
Team Softball 
Gymnastics 
Powerlifting 
Roller Skating 
* An individual· form must be completed on each member of a 
team and all for:is must be returned together. 
1991 INTERNATIONAL SPECIAL OLYMPICS SUMMER GAMES 
APPLICATION FORM 
PART A - ATHLETE GENERAL INFORMATION 
ATHLETE'S NAME 
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~-------------------------------------------
ADDRESS:~---------------------------------------------------
CITY:~-----------------STATE: _____________ ZIP: ________ _ 
AGE: SEX: ____ _ DATE OF BIRTH: ____ _ 
CHEST SIZE: ___ _ WAIST SIZE: __ _ INSEAM: ___ _ 
NECK SIZE: 
---
WEIGHT: __ _ HEIGHT: __ __ SHOE SIZE: 
*************************************************************** 
PART B - PARENT/GUARDIAN/CONTACT INFORMATION 
PARENT/LEGAL GUARDIAN NAME: __________________ ~ 
HOME ADDRESS: ________________________________________ _ 
CITY: STATE: ZIP: 
-----------------~ ----------------~ ----------
PHONE (DAY): __________ (EVENING): ________ _ 
OFFICIAL CONTACT PERSON (IF OTHER THAN LISTED ABOVE): 
NAME: ___________________________________________________ _ 
ADDRESS: ___________________________________________ _ 
CITY: __________________ sTATE: ___________ zIP: ____ __ 
OFFICIAL POSITION (e.g., teacher, coach, Director, etc.) 
IN CASE OF EMERGENCY, PLEASE NOTIFY: 
NAME:~------------------------~PHONE:~--------------------~ 
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PART C - ATHLETE'S SPORTS BACKGROUND 
In which Summer Sport(s) did the athlete win a medal? 
At which Summer Games (year) 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
In what events would the athlete like to compete at the 
International Games? 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
Number of years training in the sport/events listed? 
~~~~~~ 
Is the athlete willing to commit to a training program in their 
sport?~~~~~~~~~~ 
Does the athlete own his/her own sports equipment, if needed, 
(e.g., softball glove, powerlifting belt, etc.) 
No 
~~~~ 
*************************************************************** 
PART D - ATHLETE INVENTORY 
Can athlete swi~? Yes 
~~~~ No~~~~ 
Self-Help Skills: 
Describe below the athletes self-help skills, (mealtime skills, 
dressing skills, grooming skills, toileting skills, - when do 
they need adult supervision or assistance?) (If additional 
space is needed, please use back of page.) 
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speech & Language Skills: 
~~~-Verbal Non-Verbal 
-------
Describe below the athletes speech and language skills, (uses 
single words, uses gestures, uses complete sentences, etc.) (If 
additional space is needed, please use back of page.) 
Behavior Problems: 
Describe below potential behavior problems, (e.g., temper 
tantrums, doesn't follow directions, overly fearful, cries 
often, twirls objects, etc.) (If additional space is needed, 
please use back of page) . 
Travel: 
Has the athlete even flown on a plane: Yes ____ __ No ______ _ 
Has the athlete ever traveled aboard a bus? Yes 
----~ 
No ____ _ 
Does the athlete experience discomfort while traveling on either 
a plane or a bus (motion sickness, drowsiness, etc.)? 
Yes No 
-------- -------
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Has the athlete taken an extended trip away from home without 
family members or legal guardian present? Yes No 
---
Medical: 
Does the athlete have Down's Syndrome? Yes 
---
No 
---
Does the athlete take medication on a regular basis? 
Yes __ _ No __ _ 
List medications and doses taken by athlete: 
l. ______________________________________________ _ 
2. ___________________________________ _ 
3. _____________________________________ _ 
Does the athlete mind being outdoors for long periods of time in 
hot weather (2 or more hours)? Yes No __ __ 
Is the athlete susceptible to colds, infection, etc.? 
Yes 
---
No __ _ 
If yes, please explain=~-----------------------
Please check all that apply - History: 
Seizures 
---
Allergies 
---
___ Hepatitis ___ Recent Surgery 
Broken Bones list: 
--- --------------------------
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Parent/Legal Guardian Signature Date 
Coach Date 
Area Director Date 
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T~e :n~e=nai:ional S~'nl'l'le= Special Olympics Garnes 
:.9-2i, :.991 in :1i."1.neapolis/St. ?aul, ~L-.:..esoi:a. 
o. 'JOO ai:..'llei:as ==om :nor'! -:.'lai: 90 councies ·.till 
Olympics spor:s. 
will =e ~eld :=om :ul7 
=~ is an~ici?a'C.ed -:~a-c 
compei:e in :.o Special 
At...~le~es 3eldc~ed t~ =~~=~sen~ !lli..~ois i.~ t~e l991 =~~e~a~~:r.al 3wr.me~ 
Special ul7mpics Games :nusi: ~e well-~=ained and demonsc=ai:e -:~ose ·:;:uali:.ies 
associai:ed ·.1ic..'i. Special Clympic:J and at:..'llei:es in gene:::-=.l. :::ese q".:.ali-<:.ies 
incl'-l.de spor:::smansni;:>, dedicai:ion -:o :.=aining, desi=e -:o e:-;:cel in 390=-:,:;;. 
u.."'l.ciers-canding ':."le :-.:.les of -:.'le spar:. and :.~e abil.~::.7 -:o :'.:.nc~:.on as ?a='":. 
ot a ~earn. it is cu= goal t~ 3el~c~ a ~~am ~ha~ is ~el~-quali=~ed and 
repr'!seni:ai:i·Je of :llinois. 
3efore -:aking :.~~e :.o complei:e :.~is applicai:ion. it is ~~po=--:~.ni: -:o 
i.i:iC.e::-st3nd -:..:ia't. 'JOU f..;il..!. ::e ~aki.."'lg a commi"":..~en't: ~n ~ehal..: of "":::.e ~-:.::1~-c~ 
~hose name appears on :.his applicai:ion :o~. his o= ie= :arnil7 and coac~. 
!ach ~~~:~~e. :::.mi~/ ~d c~ac~ ~us~ cc~.mi~ ~= ~~e ::Jl:Qwi~g ~o =e 
·::or:.side=gci ::J= selec--:i.cn -:.o 1:.!:..e ::11.:...::ois 3~eci.al Olympi=s :99!. 
:ni:ernai:ional Summe= Games -:earn. 
* ~ll application ~ai:e=ials, ~edical in£o=:iai:ion and ot:..'le= =esponse 
:o=:is :nus-c '::e submi-:-:.ed :.::i t..'le chapi:e= oc=ice by t..'le :ieadli.-:.es s-:.ai:ed. 
NO E:\C'Z:?T!CNS 
* T~e ai:~lete musi: ai:-<:.end all t=ai.~ing sessions scheduled"~y !lli.-:.ois 
Special Olympics. NO !..\CZPT!ONS 
~ Over~igh~ ~=ai~ing se~sions ~ill =equi=e a-e.hletes -:.~ ~e -:=anspo~3d 
:.o and ? icked '..lP :=om a predei:er.:ii.-:.ed s i :.e. 
~ ?:.mily ~e~~e=s are ex?ec~ed ~~ su~por~ ~~e ?r~mo~~=n of ~~e ::l~~=.:.s 
S~ecial Jl?':':iPics I~-:.~::-:'la1:.:.cnal !~am. ·:~is may ~-=.c.!.:.:.cie =.ssis~3nce ·...ri.-:.~ 
ai:..';.le'!:e demonsi:==.-cion: 7.V, ::-adio and ne•..tspaper in'!:e='Jie•..1s; sponscr 
?romoi:ions and :::.nd ::-aising ef=or:s. 
:lli~ois S9ecial Olympics =~serves ~~e ::-i&h"C :.o disquali.=7 any 
indi·T::..dual E=om ~~e ~earn based on t..~ai: .:..:ldi·Jiduals ina.bil.i~"! -:o 
:ul=~ll any or ~~e above ment:i.oned c=i~~ria. 
.;:::-rr.z-::::: ~?:..: ::..:::N/~CM!~l'A':': :~r ?•:?.;."! 
:r..:.:~or.s S?::c:xr. cr.~-:1P!CS :NI.:..O.NAT:SNAL G~·!E.S :'~'U·! 
1391 .Dlt..:...~.NAT::mu. sm~ Si'EC::..:. :r::..0U'!C.S 
ATRLZTZ :-!A.!L!NG 
.UJCRE.SS 
c:-:Y 
7....-.:u:A * __ o_q"---
;1.GENCY 
AOCP..::.SS 
:·:CAL 
COACH 
CITY 
,:_. · ML~i:.APOL:.S/ST. ?AUL, ~INNE.SCT?. 
AGENCY 
?HONE 
STAT"! 
?!CME 
PF.ONE 
HOME 
?HONE 
STATE IL... 
r,iQP.!C ?HONE 
~-­' . .J 
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3 rzL.::-rG.s ,: pl ease Es-c all l Co.""""'-'~-·.d __ M_._. t.._i. __ lv--'lc;L_r_'4 ______________ _ 
?OL.!CY ::-ro. C.;,....,s ... ;_* _____ _ 
l~~c. ~;'-t "* 
••****~*ZXSXXZ•XSZZZ•sxzzzazzsazza•SW•*Z•SSSSaSSX********ZZZZSX***~XXaSX*~* 
SPORT AQUAT:cs 
/ SOFT3AU. 
:oo~ (SOCC::::l.J 
J ::owor.:n:~G 
~mlT l ~·oo M ~IT 3 tJ.CO M 
~mrr .?. LJ.co M 
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:s -:::.e :.ocal ::oac!'l . .,ill.i."lg ':o ?re9a=e ':.'le a-c..~le'Ce . .,i<:..j- 3. ;:resc=i.:::ed eign':. 
·..reek: -:=a.i."l.i."lg 3ession ::=ior ':.o r;ne J.991 !S.SOG? [ o/ j ·:es [ J ~To 
•XZXZXXXXX•*Z•XZZXZXXXZXX•ZZ*Z*Z*****Z*SZSZZXSSZZZZSZ***SZSZZZSZZZXXXZ*XZX* 
AT:~Z~Z !~1TCRY 
Coor~.i."la1:ior.: 
Gen. :.:.. -:ness 
:evel: l 
-,.;ea.k 
Moves 
?oor 
?oar 
.:lverage 
Slowiy Average 
Average 
J Average 
/1 ?ower="..ll =~= .~ge 
/1 :!oves Cui-:l<:.l. ·1 
/1 Good 
( v1 j Good 
?lease 
:e~C.s . . .. -.:'l.:.....~!!e..!..: 
one sen~gncs =9spocse ~o eac~ 
·..:i "":.!: ;rr-;:,per --:3.bl ~ :nar.-Tle:-s ~ui:. 
area. 
:"le eds 
- . :..'{ampJ.e: 
- :oi:n 
'::el? -.-;:.--:.~ 
:7:::iod. 
Self ~el? Abi:i-:ies: 
:.. :1eal':.i."':le: S+.•,,u ~eds ~··-idL •. :.+\.\ prc,zY ~i,.i~ --.•.......,s:(">f. '1 C.?m~lo!f-;.) 
i1'~9tww. 
11 ·:es ~o 
·:es c ./ ~ro 
c /~ J ·:es l ~o 
"'"'<>Jc:!~ ~ ... s 
(.)f. . cwimo.l 
' 
At.~le1:e has :lown on a ?lane. 
-+o p~.11. it r b._~ he "ce J.. 
..; 4 
h .. a 1il.tt d·e.- ~ -h +za.k <:. . 
At.~le"Ce experiences discomfor':. ~nile -:=ave~.:.."lg 
on a ?lane or bus (mo'Cion sickness, d=owsi.."less. 
e'CC. ) 
rf yes. explai..'1. 
At.'i.l~'Ce has ~.3.ken an ex~e~deci ~~~ 3.way :=om 
home •..ri t.'i.ou-e :: ami.l. '! :nenti::er~ or l.~gal guardian 
?resen-e. 
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) ; 
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Athlete Selectlon Criteria 
io be eliglCle tor se!ec:tcn to :tie lndlar.a team for the 1991 lntemat!Onal Summer Spee!al Cfltm:lcs Garnes OSSOGl. :in ath!ita 
:nuSt meet the following crrteria: 
1) io adVar.ca to a higher !evei ot ccmpetitlon in a particular year, an athlete must have pa.rtlc:ipatad for a minimum c: iigm 
'ft'ffks in an organi%9d t:ainJng program In the s;>ott or s;:>otts ln which he or she ls entered for hii;her ieva com;:eti:ien. ~ 
planned r99fmant ol training under a volunteer coach. teacher or parent Is considered an or~izec training program.) 
2) To aavance to a hl<;iher level of competit!Oll. an athlete must have placed 1st, 2nd or~ ar t.,e lower 1ava1 ot comcem!cn 
In tl'\e same s;:iort or s00rts (e.Q .. an attlfete may noc aovanc:e ta international competftfon In a grvan sport ul'lless he or she 
l".as competed in tt-.ac sport a: Natlonal/Chaptar competition and placed i st. 2nd or 3rd.) 
J} Athletes should be ci".osen for hlgtier~evel competition by random selection from among 1st. 2nd or 3rd place winners 
from ail divisions by event Athletes seleded may also enter other events In wtild'I tney nave not placed 1st. 2nd or Ord at the 
next !ewer level competition . 
.1) Whcm co.id!t!ons ex!s: ·.vhicll i;.-9duda ;ll 1st, 2nd or 3rd place winners from advancing to hlgher~eval corrol)etitlon (e.g., 
Ct'.a;:ter r.as l 00 1 st. 2:id :and :!rd wirM.,ers In me 100 meter da:h and qUC'..a ct 5 at.liletas fer :he 1 CO mecar ca;.; ;: :ha na:.c: 
lntematfonal Games), athletes sh211 be selected as follows: 
a. :=:rst ?:iorit';: athletes shall ba 1st ;:!aca wir"'lers in at feast t.":Q Q\!er.t at :.'le nex: :cwar !evei e1 eom~tlcn. If :.":a num~r ot 
1st place winners exceeds :ha c;ucta. athletes sr.all be chosen by random selection from among ail dlvlslon wlMers. 
b. Second Priority: athletes who were 2nd place finishers in the went shall be choeen next by random selection. t.ien 3rd :lace 
finishers. 
5) An athlete slialf not be barred from future competition because ot prior competilfon (e.g., an atl"Jeta who competed in the 
1987 !nt!!r..at'.cr.al Sumer.er Soec!al Olymclcs Games !s eiicit:le to ccmcate In t."'.a 1 ~ lntematlonal Summi!' Speci2i C?~:ics 
Games unless he or s.'ie fails to meet some Other allglbilltY criteria). Hawev•r •h• lnt•marlgnal Games are• ""cg-io;Jil .. •1- 0 
m;oorjence and coacll1>c: am eneeuraced IQ nominate afbl"''"S wllo tmve MYer ex~ed an !ntpmm!Qnal Gamoos 
5J AtrJetes must possess the skills :o !:e aOle tO funalon as part of a team (e.g., cooperatto.i. sharing. ;."Ou:l lhnnr;. tolla.v'.~; 
·· dlrec:ions. basic social skills. etc.) 
7} At.'ilates mus: a~r;e to retrain fr~ :."A usa ot alcohol or tobaccQ produc:s during training :amps and :he G.lme~ 
a) Athletes mus be residents ot lndlana. 
9) Atl"Jetes must participate in all training seo-...slons from July 1990 thrcui;;h the Ga.Toss in July 1991. 
10) Athletes must ~le!oate In the 1990 & 1991 C."lagrer competitions Jn that sport 
11) The attllete' s local coach must submit an International Games attllete application on bel1alf ot tha athlete. 
Coach Selection Criteria 
i o be eligible tor selection to the lndlana team fer the 1991 ISSOG. a C03Ch must meet the tollowing criteria: 
1) Attend the taam training came in lndlanapalls on June 26·29, l 991. 
2) A::ar.d 3-4 spert training sasslons during the year ;:receding the ~es. 
3l ee a S~ec!al Clyr.;plcs cen:.ed c:a:.1 (or hold Natlor.al Governing eody cer:.1icatlcnl ~., lt:i s;crt ycu arc apj:i·/.r:; tc ccac::. 
If you are not CUll'ently certified. you must pledge to become certified by ~ril l, 1991. 
4) R99U1ar1y monttcr the training progress ot lntematlonal athletes :nrough phOne calls. trair.lng sasslons and ancouraglr.g 
letters. 
Sl Refrain from the use oi alcohol or tobacco prcducts while re~nsible for athletes. 
5) Represent ISO In sucn a way as to retied th• Spec'.al Olympics ideals d s;:>oltSmanShfi:> when lntera~ with at.'11etes. 
coaches and games officials. 
1991 International Summer Games 
Indiana Special Olympics 
ATHLETE APPLICATION 
?!tt A Athlete General lntormatlon 
! Atnl~a·sNarr.e _____________________________ ~ 
Adcress _______________ C.'ty __________ Zic ___ _ 
Age ___ Cate of Blrtt'I -------Sex----- Soclal Security Numeer ___ • __ . ___ _ 
I
::: Parant!GUJrdlan's Name 
Work phone (___) __ _ 
ci:v __________ zic ___ _ 
Home phone(,,_ _ __, __ _ 
Part S Sc:iodt'Agency Contaet Person 
(?erscn compiettng tr.ls 1orm w1U insure ad informa!!on is accurate and will relay all lniorrr.ation to the athlete and family.) 
Ccm.ac: Person's Name _______________________ :.__ ___ _ 
ACdress ________________ ctty _________ Zlc ___ _ 
Work phone Home phone(,_ ___ ----
SctiOOl/AgenC'{'s Name ___________________________ _ 
Part C Soort App:lcatlon (Ust me sport(s) & wents :hat tt'lls athlete would like to como!ta In at the 1991 games.) 
'·soor. •soort Events 
1 ·Rememeer ~.at a:."!ita must ;:articipata in the 1990 and 1991 Sf.ate comoetiticn In that soolt 
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Selection to lndtarra·s 1991 International Surr.mer Games team is an honor and a p,;viege. 'Nitti this pnvilege comes 
!l!SpOnsiOility. We cromlse t0 meet ail the setec:tlon aiterla, :o complete all raqujred forms and supPort the Indiana team to 
the best of OtJt' ability. lf this atl'llete should prcNe unworthy ct tt11$ honor due t:) mlstlehavlor or poor training habits. we 
understarid that ISO has the authority to release this att'lleta from the lndlana team. 
Athlete ?arent/Guardlan 
APPENDIX F 
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1991 I!iTEi.'UfAIIONAL SUMMER GA .. '1ES 
Information 
:·he ::.991 !nter:rn.c·ional Summer Special Olympics Games will Lie llel<l July 19-27, 
:991, in ~inneapolis/St. ?aul, Minnesota. ~ore chan 90 councries ?lan co send 
achletes co chis international event. 
Athletes and coaches selected co represent ~ichigan at che 1991 Ince:r:iational 
Summer Games :nusc be ·..;ell- crained in cheir spores and demonstrate chose 
qualities associated wich Special Olympics and spores in general. These 
qualicies include sporesmanshi?. dedication co training, desire co excel, 
understanding :he rules of :he spore and che ability co function as pare of a 
:earn! 
Michigan's Te~m Composition 
Listed below is Michigan's athlete and coach quota: 
Tndivi.dtt<ll 
Achletics - Track and Field 
Aquatics 
Bowling 
Gymnastics - Artistic Female 
Artiscic Male 
Tennis: Male 
Female 
3askec:,all (Men) 
Soccer 
Team Handball 
Dates and Deadlines 
Athle!ces 
14 
8 
a 
3 
2 
2 
2 
10 
1 -
.:J 
12 
Gone hes 
4 
2 
2 
? 
1 
1 
? 
2 
4 
3 
1. All area directors '.•ill receive a listing of first ?lace individual 
winners from :be 1991 St.:i.te Summer Games by June 15, 1990. 
2. Area Directors will be asked co complete a preference form as co :he 
individual spor':s c:hcy '.vish co h.:ive repi:esenc: c:heir area for individual 
achlet:es. :'i::st, second, ancl :hird choice, plus the sex, must be 
submicced. ?~ef~l'"~!~ce :orms muse be nost:marked b'*· -.Tune 27 1990. I~ "..rill 
be our plan co give e.:ich area their first choice for ac least one athlete 
if ac all ?Ossible. 
3. The additional ac:hlnt:a spots will be offered to areas ~ich che highcsc 
membership fi.::sc. 
4. Area spore assigrunenc:s will be sent co are.:i directors by July 12. Achlec~ 
nnmns ~nd ~nformntion ~usr b~ nostmnrked hv Julv 27. 
5. All ·:):::i:~J.l ~nr::- .. ,.. :~~~s :'Jr- :--agt:.la:.- -1:""td -3.l:~'!::'~ac:~ 3.::-;:~::s ~us~ ·~e se~J-2 
~o ::i.e ~ichigan Speci.a.i Jl:."mpics of::.ca .-Jn a. daca :o ~e :iecar=i:1ed :aca:-. 
6. ?ayment of $500 ?er athlete is due co ~ichigan Special Olympics by :une 
15' 1991. 
Athlete Selection Criteria 
:o be eligible for selection :o the ~ichigan team for cha 1991 Inter~ational 
Summer Special Olympics Games (!SSOG), an athlete must ~eet the following 
criteria: 
1. !ncerna~ional Special Olympics Official Rules Cri~eria :or achleces 
advancing co higher-:evel competition. 
a. To advance to a higher level of competition in a particular year, an 
athlete must have participated for a minimum of eight weeks in an 
organized training program in the spor:(s) in which he or she is 
entered for higher-level competition. (A planned regimen of training 
under a •1olunceer coach, teacher or parent is considered an organized 
training program.) 
b. To advance to a higher level of competition, an athlete must have 
placed lst, 2nd or 3rd at the lower level of compecicion in the same 
spar: or sports (e.g .. an athlete may not advance :o the international 
competition in a given sport unless he or she has competed at 
national/chapter competition and placed 1st, 2nd or 3rd). 
c. Athletes should be chosen for higher-level competition by random 
selection from among 1st, 2nd or 3rd place winners from all divisions 
by event. Athletes selected ~ay also enter other events in which they 
have not placed 1st, 2nd or 3rd at the next lower-level competition. 
d. wnen conditions exist which preclude all 1st, 2nd or 3rd place win~ers 
from advancing ta higher-level competition (e.g., Chapter has 100 1st, 
2nd and 3rd winners in :he 100 mecer dash and quoca of 5 achleces for 
the 100 mecar dash at che next International Games), achletes shall be 
selected as follows: 
Fi::st ?rioricy: At:hletes should ';,e l.st: place winners in at: least 
cha event: ac t:he next: lower level of competition. If the number 
of l.sc ?lace ~inners exceeds the quota, athletes shall be chosen 
'='Y random seleccion from among all division winners. 
2. Second ?riori:y: Athletes who ~ere 2nd ?lace finishers in :he 
event shall be chosen next by random seleccion, then 3rd ?lace 
finishers. 
e. An athlete shall not be barred from future competition because of 
prior competition (e.g., an athlete ~ho competed in the 1987 
International Summer Special Olympics Games is eligible co compete in 
che 1991 International Summer Special Olympics Games unless he or she 
fails co meet some other eligibility cricaria). However. t:he 
Inter:iational Games are a once·in-a-life~;me exnerience. and coaches 
are encouraged co nominate achleces ~ho have never experienced ~n 
International Games. 
2. An area can only bring individuals or one :aam. 
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3. :'ea."'l!s ·..;i:!.::. be chosen in -:::e spor:s of baskec:ia:.l (::ale), soc::e:: 
(ele•1en-a-side), .ind -:eam iandbaL!.. Drawings for -:hese -:ea.ms ·..;ill -:ake 
?lace du::ing :he Closing Ceremonies at: -:he conc:.usion of -:he 1989-~0 scace 
:ou::nament:s or games wi:h :he exception of soccer. Soccer will be done 
during -:he S9ring Area Di:::eccors '.1eet:ing. 
a. All first: ?lace senior di--ision winners •.rill be placed in a hat: and 
the :eam drawn at: random will represent: Michigan at: :he l991 
Internacional Summer Games. Teams can decline :he spot:. A second and 
chird :eam will also oe drawn at: random f:::om ::he division ·..;inners as 
alcer:iat:es. If all division winners decline, a second ?lace ceam will 
be chosen. 
b. Teams must: be capable of ?laying by Int:ernat:ional rules. 
c. Essent:ially, the roster of t:he ceam selected should not: change prior 
to the Int:ernat:ional Games. Alt:ernat:es must: be submicced along wit:h 
this. 
Additional Michigan Criteria 
1. Athlet:es must: possess t:he skills to be able to function as part of a team 
(e.g., cooperation, sharing, group living, following directions, basic 
social skills, ecc.). 
a. Muse have skill in :heir chosen sport (e.g., swimmers must know how to 
swim, bowlers muse know how co bowl, etc.). 
2. Athletes muse be residents of Michigan and be 12 years of age by che 
Internacional Games. 
3. Athletes muse participate in all training sessions from July 1990 through 
the games in July l.991, especially the Michigan Special Olympics !raining 
Camp in June 1991 unless ex::enuacing circumst:ances exist:. 
4. Athletes ~ust: par:icipate in :he 1990 and 1991 chapter competit:ions in 
chat: spore. 
5. The athlete's local coach ~use submit: an Internacional Games athlete 
application on behalf of :he athlete and be willing :o :rain :he athlete 
as described below: 
a. 3ecause c::-aining (both spor:: speCltl.C and general conditioning) is so 
imporcant to :he athlete, local coaches of athletes chosen for 
~nternational Games must: commit: :o doing continuous :::-aining ~ith -:he 
athletes. !his :::-aining does not: have co be spor:: specific :raining 
all -:he ::ime, but could include aerobic and anaerobic conditioning as 
~ell as s:rengch conditioning. The local coach is ::-esponsible for 
making sure chis :raining occurs. ~ichigan Special Olympics ?rovides 
support: materials for assiseance, and also monicors che athletes 
training. 
b. To ac::end the Incernat:ional Training Camp. Also at this t:ime, co 
become acquainted wit:h :he coach/chaperone who will be ~orking and 
living •..;ich your athlete and help your athlete become acquainted with 
him/her. A minimum of one local coach per area must: at:cend and 
ar::"ange co c::-ansporc che athlete to and f::"om :he :raining camp. 
5. ::-....e a::=-..:.~:a :i.us~, i!'l :~e as~:.::iac:.on ~f :!:'..e area d.i=~c..:or. Je :.ase::---:i::~ ~t- 4 
?ar-.:ici.?a::ing and mus:: have ?ar-.:ici?at:ad in :he ::-equired 3-weei< :::-ai:::ing 
?rogram :or ::ha:: spor-.:. Also, ::he achlece mus:: have an awareness of ~ha:: 
::his :ri? :o :he Incernacionals means and be able :o benefi:: :rom :his 
ex?erience. 7he a::hlece mus:: be of a nacure ::hac he/she would be able :o 
handle ::he :O-day ::rip ::o Incernacional Games. 3ehavior mus:: be an 
i~por-.:anc :ac::or considered when seleccing an achlece :rom your area. 
7. An achlece mus::, along wich his/her parencs and coach, make a fir~ 
commi::~enc ::o, and follow, a regular program of craining in ::heir spor:: 
(see number 5). 
Alc~niace Select:ion Process 
1. ~ichigan Special Olympics will submit: several alcernaces. One al::ernace 
per sex will be submic::ed for aquacics, bowling, or gymnascics. Two 
achletes per sex will be chosen :or achlecics. Two alternate per sex will 
be submi::::ed for each ::eam. 
2. Any area can concinually submit alternate names for drops within ::heir 
area until ::he incernational forms are due in. 
3. Al::ernace spocs will be given to areas based on membership. ~e will pick 
up where we lef:: off with regular achleces in assigning these. 
Coach Selection Criceria 
To be eligible for selection co the Michigan team for the 1991 !SSOG, a coach 
mus:: meec the following criteria: 
' Submi:: a coach applicac:ion and be a !1ichigan resident:. 
2. Ac::end spor-.: :raining sessions during the year preceding the games or be a 
Special Olympics certified coach (or hold ~acional Governing 3ody 
cer::ificacion) in :he sport you are applying co coach. 
3. At~end :he ~aam t=aining cam? in June, 1991, and Incarnacional Ga.mes July 
:9 - 27. 1991. 
4 ~onitor t:he t:raining progress of internacional individual achleces ::hrough 
phone calls, ::raining sessions and encouraging lec::ers during :he las:: 
month before t:he games. Team coaches must do chis chroughouc t:he year. 
5. Abide by :1ichigan Special Olympics coach/chaperone policies. 
5. aepresenting Michigan Special Olympics in such a way as to reflec:: ::he 
Special Olympics ideals of spor::smanship when interacting wi::h a::!"lleces, 
coaches and games officials. 
7. Have chaperone experience of Special Olympics athletes (overnight). 
Coaches will be selected based on t:he above criteria in the order listed below 
except t:he coaches affiliated wit:h the chosen teams who automat:ically attend 
wi ::h their t:eam: 
, 
..... ~ust have knowledge of t:he spor:: and its rules, experience coaching ::he 
par::icular sport:, and experience working wich ::he mentally impaired. 
2. Shall ~e an area di:ec:~r who did ~oc attend :he 1987 Jr :989 115 
:ncernacionals if ex?erience :equired in Jl above is equal co or bec:ar 
chan ocher indiYidua.ls '"1i.;;hing co ac:end as a coach. 
3. Shall be an area director who ac:ended che 1987 or 1989 !ncernacional 
Games if experience required in :fl above is equal co or beccer than ocher 
individuals wishing co accend as a coach. 
4. Shall be a Special Olympics Yolunteer who meets che experience requirement: 
no cad in f}l above. 
LOCAL COACH 
ADDRESS 
~ICHIGAN S?~C4AL OLT.-!P!CS 
A!HUT! :!IFOR.'1AT:ON :OR.~ 
1991 I~T=:..~~AT!ONAL SUMM.E..~ G;..'!ES 
~ir.neapolis/Sc. ?aul, ~innesoca 
PHONE: (w) 
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Area 
(h) 
ZIP 
----
Describe :he year-round spores :raining ?rogram you will use co ?repare :he 
achlece for :he Incer:-:.acional Games: 
?ARENT/GUARDIAN ~A.ME __________ _ PHONE (w) ______ (h) ___ _ 
Is :his :he person ·.;e should concacc in case of an emergency? Yes ~lo 
If no, please :isc concac:: nace 
(h) ___ _ A!HUT! !NSL'RA.~CE COMP.~---------
ATHLETE INSURANCE ?OL!C"l ~"MBE..~-----------
The achlece you are regiscaring is already assigned :o ·a spores cacegor:1. ?lease 
lisc all e•rencs :hey could encer (example: :?SM frees:yle or :.OOM i.ndi•ridual :nedle:n 
in :heir spor::. 
1. ~ill chis achlece be able :o: 
a. Travel by air ::o and froai :he Scace of ~innesoca? Yes_ ~Io __ 
b. Does :he achlece experience discomfor:: 1o1hile ::raveling on eicher a ?lane ~r 
a bus (mocion sickness, ~rowsiness, ecc.)? Yes ___ ~o 
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c. :ias :he achlece ::aken an ex::ended ::'i:> away from home ·.Ji::hou:: fami:.:r ::iec:bers 
or legal guardian ;>resenc? Yes ___ ~o __ _ 
d. Deal ~i::h :he :nagni::ude of an :n::er:i.acional Games for :en days !.n unfami:.iar 
sec:ings? Yes ___ ~o __ _ 
e. Relace ::o an unfamiliar coach? 
Are ::here specific behavior ~hich one should be aware of? Yes ___ ~o 
If yes, ?lease indicace ::he behavior(s): __________________ __ 
g. Each achlece should have ::he following: 
self-help meal cime skills 
self·help dressing skills 
self-help grooming skills 
Does che achlece have any difficulties here? Yes ____ ~o __ _ If yes, ;>lease lisc ______________________________ __ 
h. Are chere any special eacing habi::s or diecs of ~hich ~e should be aware? 
' ?hysical Skills (check appropriace descripcion) -. 
Screngch: lleak ___ Average ?owerful for Age 
Speed: ~oves Slowly Average ~aves Quickly 
Coordination: ?oor Average Good 
General Fi::i.ess level: Poor Average Good 
Can a::hlece swim? Yes ~o 
j . Are ::here any specific difficul::ies chis achlece has in ::he spor-: he/she :.s 
encered in? 
k. Do you have specific ::raining ::ips •.Jhich should be used '.JiCh chis achlece? 
l. How do you :uot:i'race :his a::hlece? ______________________ _ 
m. Is ::here anyching else you could share •.Jich us ::o help •.is ?repare oursel.·:es 
::o ~ork ~i::h ::his achlece? ____________________________ _ 
n. llill ::he achlece be able ::o procure release ::ime from ~ork or school :or :he 
Spor::s :'raining Camp and :::i.e 1991 !ncernacional Summer Games? Yes __ ~:o __ 
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Sel.ec:ion :o :Hchi5an' .> l.991 :nc:e~ac:ional Summer Games ::eam is J.n ':loner and 
?C.'T"l..:.ege. '.Ji:h :his ?ri'rilege comes :esponsibili:y. '.Je ?romise :o ::ieec all :::.e 
selec:ion cri:eria, :o complec:e all required :ocns and suppor: ::he ~ichigan :eam :o 
:he ~esc oi our aoili:y. I: :his achlece should ?rove unwor:hy of ::his honor due :o 
:iisbehavior or ?oor ::raining haoi:s, ·..;e undersc:and ::hac ~SO has ::he auc:hori.:y :o 
release ::his a~~lec:e :rom :he ~ichigan :eam. 
Ci ~:r: ------------ Sc:ace ____ _ Zip __ _ 
?hone __ )----------------~ 
I, :he Legal Guardian/Parenc, approve of my achlec:e parcicipacing in che 1991 
Int:er:lat:ional Summer Special OlYill1Jics Games (1991 ISSOG) July 19 - 27, 1991, 
~inneapolis/Sc:. Paul, ~innesoca. 
~egal Guardian/Parent Signacure 
Dace 
ARE.A DI::U:C~OR RECOMM-~AT!ON 
! :.-ecommend :he above achlece for che 1991 Ince.rnacional Special Ol:;mpics Summer 
Games in ~inneapolis/Sc:. ?aul, ~innesoca. 
Signacure Dace 
:t.ETl .. K..'i 3Y 1ULY 2 7, 1990 (')I!'!i SIZE INFORt'.A!:::ON) 
APPENDIX G 
1991 IMTERHATIOMAL G>JiC!S 
Athlet! ~Ollfnation Fora 
Direct1ons: F111 out the Nomination roMD for each athlete jOU w1sh to nominate. 
~emP.mber, 1ou can nominate a total o1 two athletes per ~port. 
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l. COUMTT: OP.GAHI!>.T!OM ~AM(:---------
ATHLETE'S SEX: (circle one): ATHLETE'S B!RTHDATE: !..J - c; _ !..! .? 
3. SPORT: (c1rc1e ap?ropr~ate sport & 1ist the officia1 events the athlete wou1d be 
capable of ~erforming) 
A. Aquatics (iist events that athlete ~an do) 
,. 
\.. 
/ . _..,-· 
fl \ -i ...... . ~ .- - - 1' 
.±f'>I 4 - I'-. ; l.. C r - · ;:.. J 
, 
3cr.ling (iist c4rrent average) 
~~~~~~~~----~--~~~~~---
J. Ctc1inq IHst events that athlete can do) 
E. Gymnastics (list events and 1evei of athlete) 
F. ?owerlifting (list ~thlete's weight and personal records for ~ach unit) 
1991 rnternational Sames/Jfocfnatfon ror11 
?age Two 
G. Rollerskat1ng (lfst speed and/or artistic as well as events athlet!! can do) 
H. Softball-Team (list positions played and st~ngthsl 
J. Tennis (list tennis individual skills score) 
J. Vo11eyball-Teaa (list individual skills score and skill strengths) 
State Games ~esuits (list the 1990 State ~ames Results for the athle:e in the sport in 
which they're nominated. You may use the December 1989 State 
Aquatics Meet for your swiim:ersl: 
Event ,.,. - ~--- """ \...._ 1· , ... Pl ac:e ;S ;- ~· " . ,.... \;,. '-' t ,_, \/ •I i\ -<... -
Event:.."' Q I"! -- :( r\!__~ Place :<Y·li -... ,.. . I- . \).c ..... i- ,:.<: 
-' 
4. Sack.ground & ?rof11 e: 
A. How iong nu this athlete participated in Special Olympics? -:--,_;..:: · '/';, /" 1?. ; 
-fc/lr)< 
s. ?iease list the ~pec:ial Olympics events that this athlete has attended that 
require an overnight stay away from home: 
~''F : IJ"-
tN 
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1991 !nternat1onal Games/Ho•1nat1on Foni 
Page Three 
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c. Has this athlete ~een to the International Special Olym~ics Games before? NC 
~hen and \ihere? 
o. ?leasa rate the athle~s characteristics: 
!ndependent Lfvfng Skills: 
Sod a 1 Si: i 11 s: 
Ability To ACCe?t Authority 
From Chaperone: 
Kea 1th: 
5. Local Coordfnator's As~ement 
Fair 
Fair 
Fair 
Fa fr 
Good 
~ood 
Good 
Good 
,,---
! Exce 11 en_,t.: 
"---~~ 
-~ ·-....___ ~· 
~ 
I have read the requirements for t.ie se 1 ~ct1on of the ! nternati ona 1 A th 1 etes for 
Chio and certify that this athlete ::ieets all of them. I further 1Jnderstand that 
if this athlete is selette~. our Of"9anization will be responsi~Je for ~aying 
SS0.00 to Ohio Spe<:ial Olympics, placing th~ athlete fn a wee~ly Z hour 
conditioning and traf~ing program for their events, obtaininq ~ar-ental and 
medical r~leases on aopropr1ate lnternat1onal F'orms, and transoorting the athlete 
to the aelegat~on's Pregame training camp as ~ell as picking uo the athlete upon 
the Oel~gations return from the Gd.Illes. 
Name 
Siljnatuir'e0 of '-oca V Coordinator 
~ 
Date 
APPENDIX H 
SECTION I: SELECTION OF INTERNATIONAL SPECIAL OLYMPICS 124 
ATHLETES 
Listed below are criteria used by Special Olympics Area Directors and/or state 
offices to select International Special Olympics nominees. Please circle the 
number which indicates the degree to which you agree or disagree with each of 
the statements listed below. 
(1 =Strongly Disagree, 2=Disagree, 3=Undecided, 
4=Agree, 5= Strongly Agree) 
so 0 U A SA 
1. willingness of local coach to prepare athlete with a 1 2 3 4 5 
prescribed eight week training program. 
2. athlete demonstrates those qualities associated 1 2 3 4 5 
with Special Olympics and athletes in general (e.g. 
sportsmanship, dedication to training, desire to 
excel in sports, & understanding the rules of the 
sport). 
3. willingness of coach to submit all application 1 2 3 4 5 
materials, medical information, and other response 
forms to the state office by the stated deadlines. 
4. ability of athlete to attend all training sessions 1 2 3 4 5 
scheduled by Special Olympics. 
5. ability and likelihood that family members will 1 2 3 4 5 
support the promotion of the Special Olympics 
International Team which may include assistance 
with athlete demonstration, lV, radio, and 
newspaper interviews, sponsor promotions and 
fund raising efforts. 
6. athlete demonstrates above average ability in 1 2 3 4 5 
areas of strength, speed, coordination, and 
general fitness level. 
7. athlete is independent in self help skills of eating, 1 2 3 4 5 
dressing, personal care (i.e. bathing, toileting, 
grooming, hygiene) and packing. 
8. athlete has flown on a plane without discomfort 1 2 3 4 5 
(no motion sickness, drowsiness, etc.). 
9. athlete has taken an extended trip away from 1 2 3 4 5125 
home without family members present. 
10. athlete requires no medication or medical 1 2 3 4 5 
intervention. 
11. athlete demonstrates adequate language 1 2 3 4 5 
comprehension and expression skills. 
12. athlete exhibits no behavior problems. 1 2 3 4 5 
13. athlete must possess the skills to be able to 1 2 3 4 5 
function as part of a team (e.g. cooperation, 
sharing, group living, following directions, basic 
social skills, etc.). 
14. athlete must agree to refrain from the use of 1 2 3 4 5 
alcohol or tobacco products during training camps 
and the International Special Olympics Games. 
15. athlete must have placed 1 st, 2nd, or 3rd at the 1 2 3 4 5 
state level of competition during one year prior to 
International Competition. 
16. athlete has the best performance (fastest 1 2 3 4 5 
time/farthest distance) in his/her individual event 
during one year prior to International competition. 
17. athletes should be chosen by random selection 1 2 3 4 5 
from among 1st, 2nd, or 3rd place winners at the 
state level of competition (one year prior to 
International Competition) from all divisions by 
event. 
18. athlete has received most gold medals or 1 2 3 4 5 
combination of gold, silver, and bronze medals at 
the state level of competition during one year 
period prior to International competition. 
19. age of athlete: 
a. 8-11 years old . ..................... 1 2 3 4 5 
b. 12-15 years old ...................... 1 2 3 4 5 
c. 16-21 years old . ..................... 1 2 3 4 5 
d. 22-29 years old ...................... 1 2 3 4 5 
e. 30 years old and over . ................ 1 2 3 4 5 
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SECTION II: SPECIAL OLYMPICS PURPOSE: 127 
Please circle the number which indicates the degree to which you agree or 
disagree with each of the statements listed below. 
(1 =Strongly Disagree, 2=Disagree, 3=Undecided, 
4=Agree, 5= Strongly Agree) 
Special Olympics was created and developed to ... 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
provide year-round sports training and athletic 
competition in a variety of Olympic type sports for 
individuals with mental retardation. 
help bring all persons with mental retardation into 
the larger society under conditions whereby they 
are accepted, respected, and given the chance to 
become useful and productive citizens. 
incorporate universal values (skill, courage, 
sharing, joy) which transcend all boundaries of 
geography, nationality, political philosophy, 
gender, age, race, or religion. 
provide a year round recreation program offering a 
variety of recreational opportunities for individuals 
with mental retardation. 
celebrate the moral and spiritual qualities of 
persons with mental retardation so as to enhance 
their dignity and self-esteem. 
SD D U A SA 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
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SECTION Ill: IDENTIFYING INFORMATION 129 
Please complete the following information. 
Sex: 
Age: 
Educational Background (check highest level completed): 
D High School Diploma 
D Bachelors Degree Major: 
D Masters Degree Major: 
D Doctorate Major: 
Number of years served as Area Director: 
Is the Area Director Position part of your full or part time employment? 
0 YES 0 NO 
Number of years served as Special Olympics coach: 
Did you participate in competitive interscholastic (high school) or intercollegiate 
(college or university) athletics? 
DYES D NO 
If YES, in what sport(s)? __________________ _ 
APPENDIX K 
SECTION Ill: IDENTIFYING INFORMATION: 131 
Please complete the following information. 
Name: 
I give permission for my name and responses related to this study to be cited 
within the text of this thesis. 
Please circle: YES NO 
Signature 
Position(s) Held: 
Sex: 
Age: 
Educational Background (check highest level completed): 
D Masters Degree 
D Doctorate 
Major: ___________ _ 
Major: ___________ _ 
Have you been involved in Special Olympics? D YES D NO 
If YES, in what way? ____________________ _ 
If YES, for how long? ____________________ _ 
Did you participate in competitive interscholastic (high school) or intercollegiate 
(college or university) athletics? 
0 YES 0 NO 
If YES, in what sport(s)? _________________ _ 
APPENDIX L 
SECTION Ill: IDENTIFYING INFORMATION: 133 
Please complete the following information. 
Sex: 
Age: 
Major(s): 
Minor(s): 
Have you been involved in Special Olympics? 0 YES D NO 
If YES, in what way? ___________________ _ 
If YES, for how long? __________________ _ 
Are or have you been participating in competitive interscholastic (high school) or 
intercollegiate (college or university) athletics? 
DYES D NO 
If YES, in what sport(s)? _________________ _ 
APPENDIX M 
SECTION IV: COMMENTS, CONCERNS, ETC.: 135 
APPENDIX N 
Name 
Address 
Dear 
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Date 
As an Adapted Physical Education Teacher, Special Olympics 
Training Director, and Graduate Student, at Eastern Illinois 
University in Charleston, Illinois, I am writing to invite you 
to participate in a study focusing on a comparison of the 
selection process for International Special Olympics and 
Olympic Track and Field athletes. You are an important 
selected participant who can enhance this study. 
The Special Olympics State Off ices for the Great Lakes Region 
(i.e. Kentucky, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, and Ohio) are 
assisting me with this project. 
Enclosed is a questionnaire which takes approximately 10-15 to 
minutes to complete. If you should choose to voluntarily 
participate in this study, please complete the enclosed 
questionnaire and return it to me by May , 1993. A 
self-addressed, stamped envelope has been enclosed for your 
convenience. 
Thank you for your time and professional opinions. 
Sincerely, 
Lisa M. Billman 
Enclosures: Questionnaire 
Self-Addressed, Stamped Envelope 
LMB/bvr 
APPENDIXO 
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{Date) 
Dear 
Just a reminder to please return the questionnaire you 
received regarding the selection process for International 
Special Olympics track and field athletes. 
Your participation in this research project is greatly 
appreciated. 
Lisa M. Billman 
2012 Johnson Avenue 
Charleston, IL 61920 
APPENDIX P 
Mary Ohl 
Eastern Illinois University 
Charleston, IL 61920 
April 26, 1993 
Dear Undergraduate Physical Education Students: 
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As an Adapted Physical Education Teacher, Special Olympics 
Training Director, and Graduate Student, at Eastern Illinois 
University in Charleston, Illinois, I am writing to invite you 
to participate in a study focusing on a comparison of the 
selection process for International Special Olympics and 
Olympic Track and Field athletes. You are an important 
selected participant who can enhance this study. 
The Special Olympics State Off ices for the Great Lakes Region 
(i.e. Kentucky, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, and Ohio) are 
assisting me with this project. 
Enclosed is a questionnaire which takes approximately 10-15 to 
minutes to complete. If you should choose to voluntarily 
participate in this study, please complete the enclosed 
questionnaire and return it to me by May 3, 1993. A self-
addressed, stamped envelope has been enclosed for your 
convenience. 
Thank you for your time and professional opinions. 
Sincerely, 
Lisa M. Billman 
Enclosures: Questionnaire 
Self-Addressed, Stamped Envelope 
LMB/bvr 
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COMMENTS, CONCERNS, ETC. OF EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
STUDENTS: 
116: If you get in the top three at state then you should 
have already proved your above average ability in 
these areas. I don't like it. 
135: Survey is difficult for me to fill out because many 
terms and words could be interpreted as negative. I 
feel that survey is put together well, but in this 
field terminology is ever changing. 
136: 
Some words that used to be used are no longer 
acceptable or fair to use when used in reference to 
the mentally challenged. 
I am undecided on this question, 
words. Useful and productive?!? 
to say - they are not useful and 
everyday lives? I would suggest 
less questionable terminology. 
due to your choice of 
What are you trying 
productive in their 
for you to develop a 
143: I think the Special Olympics is an excellent 
competitive event for the mentally retarded. It gives 
them the chance to train and compete with others. It 
provides them with excellent ways to raise their self-
esteem. 
144: I believe if there is enough funding you should give 
the Special Olympic individuals every opportunity that 
is possible. Even have fund raisers for them! 
APPENDIX R 
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COMMENTS, CONCERNS, ETC. OF SPECIAL OLYMPICS AREA DIRECTORS: 
201: Prior to the International Games in Minneapolis, our 
athletes were selected by a ratio given to each area 
based on the number of athletes needed to fill state 
quota (example: our area selected one bowling, two 
swimmers, and one track). For the Minneapolis Games, 
athletes were selected by nomination by coaches, Area 
Directors, and families. As a result, my area sent 
one bowler. With the majority of my parents coming 
from disadvantaged homes, this impact is zero - none. 
My coaches are mostly Special Education teachers and 
through they are quite devoted to their athletes, the 
time element for nomination somehow "comes and goes" 
without their nominating their athletes (this is the 
reason they have given to me). 
205: Kentucky has a good system for International Special 
Olympics, but I would like to see more people athletes 
from other places (towns, cities) other than 
Louisville, Lexington. Give other athletes a chance 
to attend International Special Olympics. 
206: This is a great way to help our boys and girls to 
build-up one's self-esteem. You asked if I got paid? 
No, this is just one way you can help by working with 
these kids who have mental problems. (We) had one 
child (son) who is blessed with good health. He is in 
medical school, so this is my way to help a child that 
is having a hard time in life. 
208: Special Olympics is slowly leaving the concept of what 
it was originally designed for. We were designed to 
provide Olympic type sports and competition to 
individuals with mental retardation. The new labeling 
systems are placing very high functioning athletes who 
may have had a rough night before their testing in 
with the lower functioning mentally retarded 
individuals that the programs were designed for. 
The greatest competitions are still between the older 
athletes who were competing in the beginning when the 
families had to accept the fact that they had a 
mentally retarded family member. Now with the BO, DD, 
MH and all of the other labels people are envisioning 
their family members to one day be normal which will 
not happen and they are in for a rude awakening. 
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210: Many schools participate in Special Olympics rather as 
a recreation program than a competition with intense 
training. Teachers volunteer services after school 
seldom for training. Usually a part of P.E. only. 
A small percentage of parents actually assist in 
training of their children, but those that do, a very 
dedicated, attend local and state events. 
212: Having served as an International Coach as well as 
having a significant number of athletes participate in 
the '79, '83, '87, and '91 Games, I have seen first-
hand the significant problems created when athletes 
are ill-prepared (#1, #3, #4) as well as those 
encountered by coaches who have been charged with the 
care of athletes who require extra attention due to 
lack of self-care skills, are uncooperative and/or 
display maladaptive behaviors which interferes with 
the welfare of the group. The ability level of the 
athlete has not been an area of particular concern in 
individual sports, but can be a factor in team sports. 
Teams function best in these circumstances when the 
ability range is similar. When the range of athletes 
is too diverse, it creates frustration for all 
involved, including family members. Medication should 
be addressed since the nature of the event is often 
fast paced, disorganized, etc. An athlete who must be 
closely monitored for medical needs (diabetes) can be 
put in harm's way. 
As an Area Director I consider the following: 
1. Does the athlete have the overall strength and 
endurance for this. A tired, exhausted athlete 
can become a behavior problem. 
2. Can they cure for themselves (#7). This is 
essential - the coach/athlete ratio makes this of 
tantamount importance as does the pace and 
schedules of the event. 
3. Can they function as part of the team. An 
uncooperative, crying athlete can create many 
problems. 
4. Do they respond well to new adults. This is a 
must! 
5. Can they be away from home/family? A homesick 
athlete who cries, refuses to eat, etc. is not 
going to benefit from the trip! 
6. Are they healthy enough? A severe diabetic, or 
athlete with seizures which are not well 
controlled can be put in jeopardy. 
7. Will they enjoy the experience and benefit from 
it? Regardless of functioning level, a crass, 
tired, sick, "whining" athlete is not a good 
choice! 
14 7 
The last test: Is this an athlete that I would want 
to take on this trip? Having coached at 
International, I take a look at the athlete - look at 
the criteria above (as well as behavior in general) 
and decide. If I were a coach and had this athlete -
would we both do o.k. together. Then I recommend them 
if the answer is yes! 
215: When it comes to the age group, I feel a lot of things 
should be taken into consideration, such as maturity, 
how they deal with peers, and lack of parental 
guidance. I think it should be a case to case 
decision. 
217: If we are to continue with Team USA, a more equitable 
system of selecting athletes from each state needs to 
be considered. 
220: One of my main concerns regarding Special Olympics is 
that we're more worried about "breeding" top athletes 
than we are concerned with the original meaning of 
Special Olympics. The original meaning or reason to 
start the Special Olympic program was to give the 
mentally retarded population a feeling of self-worth 
and success when they trained and entered an athletic 
competition just for them. Lately we are seeing more 
and more behavior disordered children in Special 
Olympic competitions. There is no longer an IQ that 
has to be reached. This is not fair, even with 
divisioning, to the true mentally retarded. 
221: I believe that many of our athletes that excel in 
their sports should be given the opportunity to test 
those skills against the best in other states and 
countries, but I also believe there are so many 
ability levels in Special Olympics that it is not 
feasible to always send the best in every sport. I 
believe that those that exhibit the true meaning of 
Special Olympics and are independent enough to handle 
time away from family or staff members deserve the 
right to go. I think an Olympic Sports Festival 
concept would be beneficial to have athletes represent 
a region when there are not International games taking 
place would give many opportunities for exposure, 
sponsors and social and athletic outlets. 
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224: I was unclear as to whether the question was do we 
agree that these are the criteria used or do we agree 
that these criteria should used. 
As I have yet to participate in the selection of an 
athlete for a Special Olympics International 
competition, I cannot speak for the former. Therefore 
I answered the questions assuming the latter. 
226: I am interested in your questionnaire. If I can be of 
any more assistance please feel free to write me. 
Thank you for your interest in Special Olympics. 
229: The questions 7, 8, 9, and 10 are the one's I have 
comments about. I feel these four items should not 
hinder a athlete from International competition. 
These are areas that can be worked with. We must 
remember that we are working with the mentally 
disabled. A athlete may be very strong in his or her 
event, but may need help in the social ones. Working 
with this population we must be concerned not only 
about athlete events but social concerns for our 
athletes. 
233: Special Olympics International athletes should be the 
best trained athletes. If that athlete can only throw 
a softball six inches, but is the best six inch 
softball thrower that they can be, than they should 
get a shot to go. Also, Special Olympics needs to get 
out of segregated sports and move completely to 
unified sports. 
235: It is obvious that I have been involved in Special 
Olympics for many years and are committed to the 
program. I have served in many positions local and 
area wide before becoming state involved and now Area 
Director and serving on state advisory committee. 
Having been a parent of a Special Olympian in 1979 and 
as a coach in 1989 in Minnesota, I understand the 
importance of good selection for Internationals and 
the selection needed. 
236: Concerning Selection I, 1-6 - determining selection 
based on the behavior of others may at times punish 
the athlete for factors beyond his control. 
7-13 - although I understand the practical needs of 
selecting athletes capable of enjoying the experience, 
I believe it is our responsibility to accommodate to 
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the needs of the athletes rather than ask them to met 
our requirements. 
15-18 - asking an athlete to do his/her best to reach 
his potential even if it happens to result in not 
being the "best" should also be rewarded with an 
opportunity to be selected. 
239: With narrowing the field of USA athletes at 
International Games, we must take care not to become 
an elitist sports organization. If the only athletes 
sent to International Games come from supportive, 
newsworthy families and possess above average skills 
as shown by their achievements, then Special Olympics 
will have failed in its mission to provide for all 
people with mental retardation. We must not hold up 
the "nearly perfect" athletes as our only 
international sources of pride and joy! 
I think selections should be made by random drawing 
for state within region and area within state for the 
next ten years at drawings to be held now. When an 
area knows that it's 400 Meter Run athlete can attend 
in four years, the Area Director and AMT can begin 
planning and the athletes can train with purpose, like 
real Olympians. 
241: Even though for the most part our area offers a non-
competitive program, some of our sports have grown to 
become very competitive. I'm not sure if this is good 
or bad. It depends on the athlete's level. I like 
having the opportunity to choose within my area 
whether or not the sport will be competitive. 
245: I feel an athlete should be able to attend 
International/National competition regardless of what 
place they finished in. I feel Special Olympics wants 
high-functioning athletes representing their program. 
However, whenever you see videos/brochures, etc. you 
always see a Down's Syndrome athlete, the one who 
doesn't necessarily go onto further competition beyond 
the state level. I don't feel the athlete needs to 
possess "above-average" ability in sports. We must 
remember that Special Olympics is for the mentally 
retarded. I feel more of direction towards learning 
disabilities and more higher functioning athletes are 
competing who could probably participate in "regular" 
sports. 
253: As an Area Director, I have never been asked for my 
input on specific athletes who are planning on 
attending Internationals. As a local coach I have 
submitted athletes for consideration, but none have 
been selected. 
I feel that the selection process is extremely 
arbitrary; with no actual basis. So I could not 
answer any direct questions about an athlete. 
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I know the purpose and philosophy of Special Olympics 
in my sleep! That doesn't mean that our athletes 
learn these objectives. We, at the locals, are still 
at step one of the Special Olympics ladders - getting 
athletes involved, providing a facility; making sure 
they can handle situations due to behaviors or lack of 
family or group home involvement. The "joy" of 
Special Olympics for most athletes comes from the 
attention received from chaperons or other athletes; 
not necessarily from competing. 
I hope you do not feel that I am being too negative 
towards Special Olympics. The athletes I work with 
are very important to me, but we must meet their basic 
needs before philosophies. 
Regarding question 2 in Section II: Teaches some 
social acceptance; not citizenry. Regarding question 
4 in Section II: Do you set a goal of competition in 
a Rec. program? Regarding question 5 in Section II: 
Enhancement of these values comes from involvement of 
"non Special Olympic" athletes or chaperons. 
256: Regarding question 8 in Section I: Is the athlete not 
going to get to go if he/she has never had the 
opportunity to fly and doesn't know if they might be 
motion sick? For some of our kids this might be the 
only opportunity for this adventure 
257: The unified sports programs has a tremendous potential 
in meeting the needs of the highly competitive 
Olympian that is blessed with sports skills. 
Need for qualified sports coaches to relieve the over-
worked Olympic coach. Paid or volunteer positions at 
school, level for coaches - where are we heading -
local, area, state, etc. 
260: In my 20 years as a coach of the local level, as well 
as a coach for the state of Ohio at numerous 
International Games, I have seen a very positive 
development in the athletes as they go back to their 
communities have participated in an International 
Games. It bothers me to see the same athletes 
represent their state at every International 
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competition. This experience should be spread around 
so that as many athletes as possible can have this 
beneficial experience. 
261: One year participation in sport prior to World Games 
is too long a period in between. Six months is more 
acceptable. 
Eight to 11 years participation in World Games should 
be somewhat subjective as to maturity level and other 
social, self-help skills. You could end up with a 30 
year old who has less of a maturity level and self-
help skills than an 8-9 year old. 
262: I feel that the nomination should be a drawing between 
all divisions of 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place. However, 
from there I think certain other criteria should be 
considered, including age, self-help and care skills, 
ability to follow group directions, ability to 
tolerate working situations and ability to adapt. The 
ability to deal with long vacations or out of schedule 
should also be consideration. 
There should be a committee to make final nominations 
after the drawing lottery and background information 
is complete. Off the committee it should be unanimous 
or near unanimous in choosing of each athlete (5 of 
6), etc. 
263: It is my opinion that always taking the best athletes 
defeats the purpose of helping to bring "all persons 
with mental retardation into the larger society." We 
need to give as many different athletes the 
opportunity to compete at higher levels, experience 
more of the word around them and become more 
independent and self confident, not just the best 
athletes. 
266: Special Olympics needs to be like Intramural programs 
or high school sports in school aged children. All 
training should be outside of school and not a part of 
the school curriculum. With inclusion we really need 
to make sure that our Special Olympic athletes are 
treated and trained just like their typical peers and 
they are not able to train in school. 
APPENDIX S 
COMMENTS, CONCERNS, ETC. OF ADAPTED PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
PROFESSIONALS: 
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308: When I first heard about the Special Olympics in 1970, 
I was not supportive of such a program for my Adapted 
Physical Education students. I was encouraged to have 
my students participate, but I chose not to do so. My 
thoughts and feelings were that such a program would 
be just too much pressure and stress for the 
developmentally delayed athlete. Then in 1975 I 
inherited the position as coach of Special Olympics 
along with a new teaching assignment. I was reluctant 
at first, but soon became actively involved at the 
local county level. I attended my first state level 
Special Olympics meet in 1975 and I was "hooked" from 
then on. 
I know the Special Olympics is a most worthwhile event 
for any student as I have seen increased self-esteem 
and self-confidence from participants. Our teaching 
staff believes that many values and physical skill 
abilities learned and developed from Special Olympics 
have definitely assisted in our students' success in 
the job environment. 
These learned values include good sportsmanship, 
positive attitude, self-initiation behavior, 
cooperation with others, social etiquette skills, 
among many others. 
A highlight in my Special Olympic experiences was the 
participation of eight of my athletes at the Japan 
Special Olympics in 1987 at Osaka, Japan. The 
athletes still speak often of this trip and they 
gained many cultural values from this interaction. I, 
as their coach, did too. I shall always treasure the 
memories of this event along with all the memories of 
Special Olympics that I have which are indeed special. 
310: Regarding Special Olympics purpose, I do not feel that 
Special Olympics is currently run according to these 
beliefs. Athletes are discriminated against for motor 
difficulties (Special Olympics expects them to be put 
into developmental events even if their skill level is 
advanced). 
Regarding question 6 in Section I: Special Olympics 
for all handicapped. 
Regarding question 1 in Section II: I do not feel 
that Special Olympics is currently run according to 
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these beliefs. Athletes are discriminated against for 
motor difficulties (Special Olympics expects them to 
be put into developmental events even if their skill 
level is advanced. 
313: Too much emphasis on Olympics. 
314: Regarding question 6 in Section I: Does not have to 
be above average to compete. Regarding question 7 in 
Section I: Depends on sport and age. Regarding 
question 8 in Section I: There are ways to over come 
discomfort on a flight. Regarding question 9 in 
Section I: Depends on age and experience. Regarding 
question 10 in Section I: most will require some 
medication to control seizures, etc. Regarding 
question 16 in Section I: "Things change" - one year 
too long. Regarding question 17 in Section I: Seed 
times better than random selection. Regarding 
question 19 in Section I: Consider cost factor to 
parents (local only); consider mental age and 
experience; great for experience; at peak of growth 
and strength rate. 
317: The program is administrated poorly. 
gotten. Students miss events due to 
of volunteers. It is a big play day 
competition. 
Forms can not be 
lack of training 
- not athletic 
318: I feel that the selection of athletes is often based 
too much on medication of the athlete. I think that 
the coaches of International athletes should be 
trained in all aspects of the athletes lives. I do 
not feel it is fair to hold a good athlete back from 
an Olympic experience just because of the medications 
they need to function in life. 
319: I work with orthopedically handicapped students. We 
no longer participate in Special Olympics because of 
the stipulation for mentally retarded athletes. We 
have an event in L.A. called "Exceptional Games." It 
is for orthopedically handicapped children. I have 
received complaints from parents who do not like the 
"MR" label associated with their "OH" child. Another 
reason is that although we are welcome at local area 
meets, my children cannot advance to the regional or 
state level. I feel that if my children participate 
in a local meet, and take a gold, silver, or bronze, 
it prohibits local MR participants from advancing. 
It would be nice if Special Olympics could drop the 
"MR" requirement and have divisions for all 
participants. 
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Regarding question 6 in Section I: Regular population 
or Special Olympics? Regarding question 9 in Section 
I: You would exclude someone because of lack of prior 
experiences? Regarding question 10 in Section I: 
What about anti-convulsants, etc? Regarding question 
19 in Section I: Too much emphasis on competition for 
this age group (8-11 years old) 
320: The "great debate" seems to be should Special Olympics 
remain in it's protective little environment or is 
there an opportunity for "social engineering" by 
trying to retro-integrate with folks that are handicap 
free (to some extent). Special Olympics needs to look 
at its mission, and then stick to its mission. What 
is the true purpose? Why do what we do? Who is this 
truly for? Are we to force one set of values on 
another group? Who are Special Olympics services for? 
The questions are endless, and the answers change with 
time - good luck! As the father of a son with Down 
Syndrome, I am excited about the possibility of Luke's 
chances for Special Olympics local competition and 
further; but who are the "greater" competitions for -
a "bureaucratic" group of organizers or are they for 
the athletes? 
324: I don't associate most athletes with good 
sportsmanship. So I hope you keep it more important 
than winning and excelling. Participants should be 
good sports, team members, and citizens. This is more 
important than their physical skills. 
325: Section I: #1 - The training period for the athlete 
should be longer than eight weeks. I would consider 
the training just beginning to take effect at eight 
weeks. 
#3 - There are so many forms, etc., I can understand 
reluctance of a coach to fill them all out. 
#7 - Some physically impaired athletes may need some 
help in self-help skills and still be good athletes. 
#8 - Some athletes may require medication to control 
diabetes, hyperactivity, seizures, etc., and can then 
function as an athlete. 
#12 - The word "no" is conclusive. Down's Syndrome 
folks sometimes display minor behavior problems. They 
should be under control. 
#16 - I may not understand statement correctly. 
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#17 - I would consider regular competition fair if 
"random selection" were used to select candidates for 
higher competition. Therefore, I would not consider 
this fair for Special Olympics. 
#18 - What if the athlete changed age groups, etc., 
but still won first in his new age group and did not 
win as many medals this year? 
329: Would like to get involved with Special Olympics 
again! 
333: I don't feel our program was adequate enough for me to 
answer these questions - very low key, more like a 
"play day." 
335: Not having worked with Special Olympics it is 
difficult to make judgments on criteria for selection. 
However, it does not seem to me that athletes who have 
varying degrees of handicap should necessarily be 
eliminated by such factors as overall fitness, given 
the variety of events in which they participate (e.g. 
equestrian events). A number of families do not have 
the means or capabilities for supporting travel and 
fund raising events to get their kids to International 
competition. If a family member or other aide can 
assist an athlete with self-help skills I would see no 
reason to restrict an athlete who has trouble with 
self-help skills. Financial means (or lack there of) 
has more impact than it should have on who is able to 
compete both on National and International levels. 
Funding can hurt a handicapped person in being able to 
meeting training requirements. 
336: Random selection of candidates from a pool of eligible 
athletes does not necessarily produce a satisfactory 
candidate. 
Family support is crucial to an athletes' success in 
training for an International competition. 
Athletes under age 12 should not be considered due to 
maturity level and future opportunities as athlete 
gets older. 
Athletes of all abilities should be given opportunity 
- not only elite athletes. International competitions 
must showcase a broad range of ability level. 
Lack of ability should not, however, be an excuse for 
lack of training. 
339: It is crucial that athletes representing the full 
spectrum of age and severity of disability must be 
represented at all levels of competition. 
Present, distressing trends move to a more and more 
elite group of athletes attending the State and 
International competitions. 
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Regarding question 2 in Section I: "rules of the 
sport" - ? - eliminates many severe and profoundly 
handicapped athletes! Regarding question 19 in 
Section I: a, b, and c all are too young! Regarding 
question 3 in Section II: I like it - and that's not 
the mission. 
342: California has made it illegal to use intelligence 
tests on African Americans. As a result, the 
definition of "mental retardation" is mute. It would 
be better to open "Special Olympics as all disabled 
athletes." We are starting to classify people in 
smaller and smaller groups instead of taking a more 
global approach. We should have all athletes together 
- able, disabled, "retarded", etc. without all these 
discriminatory labels. Also, the concept of "everyone 
a winner" while great in principal, is devastating in 
life when people are faced with the reality that they 
cannot always be a winner and are not able to cope 
with the challenges facing them. I see too many of my 
youngsters give up at earlier and earlier ages. 
Regarding question 1 in Section II: In California, IQ 
test are banned for African Americans. 
343: I am very disappointed with the overall way that 
Special Olympics is going. We seem to have lost our 
original reason for being. I know and I greatly 
appreciate the opportunities now given to special 
needs athletes, but I think we're getting too 
specialized requiring certain times and distances to 
be reached in order to participate in an event. What 
happened to participation for all? 
When possible, parents should be more 
submission of application materials. 
all the load should be on the coaches 
usually volunteers. 
involved in the 
I don't think 
- they are 
Why is Special Olympics' purpose only dealing with 
"individuals with mental retardation" and not listing 
other handicaps as well? 
VITA 
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LISA M. BILLMAN 
2012 Johnson Avenue 
Charleston, IL 61920 
(217) 345-5232 
112 N. 22nd Street 
Mattoon, IL 61938 
(217) 235-0551 
PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION 
M.S., Physical Education (Psychomotor Development), Eastern 
Illinois University, Charleston, IL, to be conferred 
Summer, 1993. 
B.S., Physical Education (K-12 with Coaching 
Specialization), Eastern Illinois University, Charleston, 
IL, Summer 1993. Minors: Health, Biological Science, & 
Language Arts. 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
Adapted Physical Education Teacher, 
Eastern Illinois Area of Special 
Education, Mattoon, IL. 
Responsibilities: Conduct Assessments; 
Prescribe Adapted P.E. Programs; 
Instruction and/or Consultation; Case 
Management of IEP's; Inservice Training 
Case Coordinator for the Developmentally 
Disabled & Pre-Admission Screen Agent, 
Human Resources Center, Paris, IL. 
Responsibilities: Client Representative, 
Advocate, & Payee; Conduct Assessments; 
Monitor Clients, Provide Follow-up, & 
Linkage; Respite Coordinator; & Crisis 
Intervention 
Case Manager/Worksite Supervisor, 
Human Resources Center, Paris, IL. 
Responsibilities: Supervising 
Developmentally Disabled & Mentally Ill 
Workers; Writing Rehabilitation Plans & 
Providing Follow-up for Case Load of 10. 
Counselor, Camp New Hope, Mattoon, IL. 
Responsibilities: Supervising 
Developmentally Disabled Campers 
September 1991 
to 
present 
January 1986 
to 
August 1991 
July 1985 
to 
January 1986 
June 1985 
to 
July 1985 
Teacher/Coach, Marian Central Catholic High 
School, Woodstock, IL. 
Teaching Responsibilities: Girls' 
Physical Education, Health, & Earth 
Science. Coaching Responsibilities: 
1983-84 = J.V. Volleyball & Basketball, 
Varsity Softball; 1984-85 = Varsity 
Volleyball & Softball 
Student Teacher/Coach, Cerro Gordo High 
School, Cerro Gordo, IL. 
Teaching Responsibilities: High School 
Girls' Physical Education, High School 
Health, & Jr. High Health. 
Coaching Responsibilities: Assistant 
Girls' Basketball & Track Coach 
HONORS & AWARDS 
Graduate Student Award, College of 
Health, Physical Education, and 
Recreation, Eastern Illinois University, 
Charleston, IL. 
Nominated for Special Special Educator 
Award, Eastern Illinois Area of Special 
Education & 32 Member School Districts. 
Recipient to be announced at Regional 
Teacher's Institute in Charleston, IL, in 
November. 
Who's Who Among Human Services 
Professionals 
Who's Who in American Education 
Who's Who in Writers, Editors, & Poets 
Honorable Mention - Illinois Special 
Olympics Coach of the Year 
Golden Poet Award, World of Poetry, 
Sacramento, CA 
Honorable Mention - "The Dancer," World of 
Poetry Contest, Sacramento, CA 
Silver Poet Award, World of Poetry, 
Sacramento, CA 
August 1983 
to 
May 1985 
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January 1983 
to 
April 1983 
1993 
1993 
1992 
1992 
1990 
1990 
1987 
1987 
1986 
Honorable Mention - "Yore," world of Poetry 
Contest, Sacramento, CA 
Dean's List, Eastern Illinois University 
International Youth in Achievement 
Inducted into Phi Epsilon Kappa, Honorary 
Fraternity in Physical Education 
Inducted into Kappa Delta Pi, Honorary 
Fraternity in Education 
Who's Who Among American High School 
Students 
National Honor Society, Villa Grove High 
School, Villa Grove, IL 
PUBLICATIONS 
"The Dancer," 1988 American Anthology of 
Midwestern Poetry, Chuck Kramer, Editor, 
Great Lakes Poetry Press, Harwood 
Heights, IL. 
"The Dancer," I Have Need of the Poets, 
Rebecca s. Bell, Editor, CSS 
Publications, Iowa Falls, Iowa. 
"Alone," The Family Treasury of Great 
Poems, Eddie-Lou Cole, Editor, World of 
Poetry Press, Sacrament, CA. 
"Alone" & "I want An Acre of Land " A 
' -Women's Poetry Anthology, Carol Mudge, 
Manager, Laurel Press, Inc., San 
Francisco, CA. 
"Alone" & "I want An Acre of Land," GSNP 
State Book of Poems, Rev. B.L. Newton, 
Editor, GNSP, Inc., Tampa FL. 
"I Want An Acre of Land," World Treasury of 
Great Poems, Eddie-Lou Cole, Editor, 
World of Poetry Press, Sacramento, CA. 
1984 
1982 
1981 & 1982 
1981 
1981 
1978 & 1979 
1978 & 1979 
1988 
1984 
1982 
1981 
1981 
1981 
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PROFESSIONAL PRESENTATIONS 
Billman, Lisa M., "Special Olympics Motor 
Activities Training Program." Presented 
to Eastern Illinois University Students 
Enrolled in Special Education 3500: 
Education of Individuals with 
Exceptionalities, Eastern Illinois 
University, Charleston, IL. 
Billman, Lisa M., "Special Olympics Motor 
Activities Training Program: 
Implementing As A Physical Education 
Curriculum." Presented to Physical 
Education Graduate Students enrolled in 
Physical Education 5200: Curriculum 
Development in Physical Education, 
Eastern Illinois University, Charleston, 
IL. 
Billman, Lisa M., "Special Olympics 
Certified Training School - Athletics & 
Principles of Coaching Workshop." 
Presented to Illinois Special Olympics 
Coaches, Paris, IL. 
Billman, Lisa M., "Increasing Your Bag of 
Tricks: Creative Equipment & Ideas for 
Preschool & Elementary Physical 
Education." Presented to Physical 
Education Graduate Students, Eastern 
Illinois University, Charleston, IL. 
Billman, Lisa M., "Special Olympics Motor 
Activities Training Program." Presented 
to Illinois Area 9 Special Olympics 
Coaches, Mattoon, IL. 
Billman, Lisa M., "Special Olympics Motor 
Activities Training Program: 
Implementing As A Physical Education 
Curriculum." Presented to Special 
Education Teachers & Student Aides, 
Armstrong Center, Mattoon, IL. 
Billman, Lisa M., "Increasing Your Bag of 
Tricks: Creative Equipment, Activities, 
& Teaching Techniques for Elementary 
Physical Education." Presented to 
Elementary Teachers, Humboldt School, 
Humboldt, IL. 
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May 1993 
May 1993 
March 1993 
February 1993 
February 1993 
January 1993 
January 1993 
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Billman, Lisa M., "Increasing Your Bag of November 1992 
Tricks: Creative Equipment & Ideas for 
Preschool Physical Education." Presented 
to High School Students Enrolled in Early 
Childhood Class, Charleston, IL. 
Billman, Lisa M., "Special Olympics Motor October 1992 
Activities Training Program: 
Implementing As A Physical Education 
Curriculum." Presented to Principal & 
Special Education Teachers, Diagnostic & 
Developmental Center, Mattoon, IL. 
Billman, Lisa M., "Increasing Your Bag of October 1992 
Tricks: Creative Equipment, Activities, 
& Teaching Techniques for Preschool & 
Elementary Physical Education." 
Presented at Regional Teacher's 
Institute, Charleston, IL. 
Billman, Lisa M., "Special Olympics Motor September 1992 
Activities Training Program: 
Implementing As A Physical Education 
Curriculum." Presented to Rehabilitation 
Services Department, Eastern Illinois 
Area of Special Education, Mattoon, IL. 
Billman, Lisa M., "Special Olympics Motor May 1992 
Activities Training Program." Presented 
to Rehabilitation Services Department, 
Eastern Illinois Area of Special 
Education, Mattoon, IL. 
Billman, Lisa M., & Bennet, Rachel, March 1992 
"Special Olympics Certified Training 
School - Athletics." Presented to 
Illinois Special Olympics Coaches, Paris, 
IL. 
Billman, Lisa M. & Bennet, Rachel, "Special February 1992 
Olympics General Session." Presented to 
Illinois Area 9 Special Olympics Coaches, 
Charleston, IL. 
Billman, Lisa M., "Comparison of Athlete April 1991 
Selection Process for International 
Special Olympics & Olympic Track & Field 
Athletes." Presented to Physical 
Education Graduate Students, Eastern 
Illinois University, Charleston, IL. 
Billman, Lisa 
Overview." 
Association 
IL. 
M., "Special Olympics: An 
Presented to the Clark County 
for the Retarded, Marshall, 
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March 1991 
Billman, Lisa M. & Bennet, Rachel, "Special December 1990 
Olympics General Session & Principles of 
Coaching Workshop." Presented to 
Illinois Special Olympics Coaches, 
Charleston, IL. 
Billman, Lisa M. & Bennet, Rachel, "Special March 1990 
Olympics Certified Training School -
Athletics." Presented to Illinois 
Special Olympics Coaches, Paris, IL. 
Billman, Lisa M. & Bennet, Rachel, "Special October 1989 
Olympics General Session." Presented to 
Illinois Area 9 Special Olympics Coaches, 
Charleston, IL. 
MEMBERSHIPS 
National Education Association 
Illinois Education Association 
American Alliance for Health, Physical 
Education, Recreation, & Dance 
National Association for Sport and Physical 
Education 
Association for Research, Administration, 
Professional Councils, and Societies 
National Association for Girls & Women in 
Sport 
Women's Sports Foundation 
Illinois Association for Health, Physical 
Education, Recreation, & Dance 
Kappa Delta Pi 
Phi Epsilon Kappa 
1992 - present 
1992 - present 
1983 - 1985, 
1989 - present 
1983 - 1985, 
1989 - present 
1990 - present 
1983 - 1985, 
1989 - present 
1976 - 1979, 
1989 - present 
1981 - 1985, 
1989 - present 
1981 - 1986 
1981 - 1986 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE 
Developed and Coordinated 1st Annual 
Special Olympics Motor Activities 
Training Day, YMCA, Mattoon, IL 1993 
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Developing Physical Education Curriculum 1992 - present 
for Multiply Handicapped Students, 
Eastern Illinois Area of Special 
Education, Mattoon, IL 
Developed Preschool Physical Education 1992 
Curriculum for Early Childhood Program, 
Eastern Illinois Area of Special 
Education, Mattoon, IL 
Jump Rope for Heart Liaison, Southeast 1992 - present 
District - Illinois Association of 
Health, Physical Education, Recreation, & 
Dance 
Illinois Area 9 Special Olympics Games 1992 - present 
Committee 
Illinois Area 9 Special Olympics Committee 1991 - present 
Training Director, Illinois Area 9 Special 1992 - present 
Olympics 
Co-Training Director, Illinois Area 9 1989 - 1992 
Special Olympics 
Founder, Coordinator, & Coach of Year Round 1985 - 1991 
Special Olympics Sports Training & 
Competition Program, Human Resources 
Center, Paris, IL. Sports Offered: 
Track & Field, Softball, Bowling, & 
Basketball. 
Certified Special Olympics Basketball 1988 
Coach, International Special Olympics, 
Washing, D.C. 
Certified Special Olympics Athletics Coach, 1987 
International Special Olympics, 
Washington, D.C. 
Registered Coach, Illinois Special 1986 - present 
Olympics, Normal, IL 
Andrews Hall Sports Committee, Eastern 1982 
Illinois University, Charleston, IL 
COMMUNITY SERVICE 
Consultant, Charleston Recreation 
Department Assisting in the Development 
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of a Special Recreation Program for 1993 - present 
Children & Adults With Special Needs. 
Charleston, IL 
Human Resources Center Special Olympics 1990 
Athlete Selected as International Special 
Olympics Track & Field Athlete to Compete 
in 1991 International Special Olympics 
Competition, Minneapolis/St. Paul, MN 
Spirit Award Awarded To Human Resources 1990 
Center Special Olympics Team, Area 9 
Track & Field Competition, Charleston, IL 
Human Resources Center Special Olympics 1989 
Athlete Named "Illinois Special Olympics 
Athlete of the Year." 
Human Resources Center Special Olympics 1988 
Athlete named "Channel 10 Athlete of the 
Week." Terre Haute, IN 
Spirit Award Awarded to Human Resources 
Center Special Olympics Team, Area 9 
Track & Field Competition, Charleston, IL 
Volunteer, Illinois Area 9 Track & Field 
Meet, Charleston, IL 
REFERENCES 
Dr. Larry Ankenbrand, Dean 
College of Health, Physical Education, & 
Recreation 
Eastern Illinois University 
Charleston, IL 61920 
(217) 581-3412 
Dr. Barbara A. Walker 
Health Studies Department 
Eastern Illinois University 
Charleston, IL 61920 
(217) 581-6205 
1987 
1980 - 1983 
Midge McDowell, Area Director 
East Central Special Olympics 
3209 Richmond Avenue 
Mattoon, IL 61938 
(217) 235-0686 
Kevin O'Brien, Director 
Minnesota Special Olympics 
625 4th Avenue, #1430 
Minneapolis, MN 55415 
(612) 333-0999 
Martha Williams, Physical Therapist 
Rehabilitation Services Department 
Eastern Illinois Area of Special Education 
112 N. 22nd Street 
Mattoon, IL 61938 
(217) 235-0551, Ext. 264 
Judy Weber, Teacher/Coach 
Melvin-Sibley Community Unit School 
District 4 
300 North Center Street 
Melvin, IL 
388-7724 
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